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SCHINZEL HYPOTHESIS WITH PROBABILITY 1 AND
RATIONAL POINTS
ALEXEI N. SKOROBOGATOV AND EFTHYMIOS SOFOS
Abstract. We prove the existence version of Schinzel’s Hypothesis (H) for 100% of integer
polynomials P1, . . . , Pn of fixed degrees, when ordered by the size of coefficients. We deduce
that a positive proportion of diagonal conic bundles over Q with any given number of
degenerate fibres have a rational point, and obtain similar results for generalised Chaˆtelet
equations.
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1. Introduction
Schinzel’s Hypothesis (H) [29] has very strong implications for the local-to-global principles
for rational points on conic bundles, as demonstrated by Colliot-The´le`ne and Sansuc in [12].
There have been many subsequent developments and applications to more general varieties
by Serre, Colliot-The´le`ne, Swinnerton-Dyer and others. We call P ptq P Zrts a Bouniakowsky
polynomial if the leading coefficient of P ptq is positive and for every prime ℓ the reduction
of P ptq modulo ℓ is not a multiple of tℓ ´ t. It is not hard to prove that an explicit positive
proportion of polynomials of given degree are Bouniakowsky polynomials (Corollary 2.9
below). A conjecture stated by Bouniakowsky in 1854 [3, p. 328], now a particular case
of Schinzel’s Hypothesis (H), says that if P ptq is an irreducible Bouniakowsky polynomial,
then there are infinitely many natural numbers n such that P pnq is prime. Bouniakowsky
added this remark: “Il est a` pre´sumer que la de´monstration rigoureuse du the´ore`me e´nonce´
sur les progressions arithme´tiques des ordres supe´rieurs conduirait, dans l’e´tat actuel de la
the´orie des nombres, a` des difficulte´s insurmontables ; ne´anmoins, sa re´alite´ ne peut pas eˆtre
re´voque´e en doute”.
The inaccessibility of Schinzel’s hypothesis and its quantitative version, the Bateman–
Horn conjecture [2], in degrees greater than 1 or for more than one polynomial motivates a
search for more accessible replacements. In the case of several polynomials of degree 1 such
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a replacement is provided by work of Green, Tao and Ziegler in additive combinatorics (see
[18] and references there, and [7, 19, 20] for applications to rational points).
In this paper we study rational points on varieties in families, with the aim of proving
that a positive proportion of varieties in a given family have rational points. To apply the
method of Colliot-The´le`ne and Sansuc in this situation, one does not need the full strength
of Bouniakowsky’s conjecture, namely that every irreducible Bouniakowsky polynomial rep-
resents infinitely many primes: it is enough to know that most polynomials satisfying the
obvious necessary condition represent at least one prime. We propose the following replace-
ment for Bouniakowsky’s conjecture. The height of a polynomial P ptq P Zrts is defined as
the maximum of the absolute values of its coefficients.
Theorem 1.1. Let d be a positive integer. When ordered by height, for 100% of Bouni-
akowsky polynomials P ptq of degree d there exists a natural number m such that P pmq is
prime.
Note that stating Schinzel’s Hypothesis for infinitely many primes is trivially equivalent to
stating it for at least one prime [29, p. 188], but this is no longer so if we are only concerned
with 100% of polynomials.
Theorem 1.1 is a particular case of a more general result for n polynomials, where certain
congruence conditions are allowed. We denote the height of P ptq P Zrts by |P |. The height of
an n-tuple of polynomials P “ pP1ptq, . . . , Pnptqq P Zrtsn is defined as |P| “ maxi“1,...,np|Pi|q.
We call P a Schinzel n-tuple if for every prime ℓ the reduction modulo ℓ of the product
P1ptq . . . Pnptq is not divisible by tℓ ´ t, and the leading coefficient of each Piptq is positive.
Theorem 1.2. Let d1, . . . , dn be positive integers. Fix integers n0 and M . Assume we are
given Q1ptq, . . . , Qnptq in Zrts such that
śn
i“1Qipn0q and M are coprime. When ordered
by height, for 100% of Schinzel n-tuples pP1ptq, . . . , Pnptqq such that degpPiptqq “ di and
Piptq ´ Qiptq P MZrts for each i “ 1, . . . , n, there exists a natural number m ” n0 pmod Mq
such that Pipmq is a prime for each i “ 1, . . . , n.
The special case M “ 1 shows that, with probability 100%, an n-tuple of integer poly-
nomials satisfying the necessary local conditions simultaneously represent primes. Theorem
1.1 is the special case for n “ 1. The proof of Theorem 1.2 occupies most of the paper; we
give more details about the strategy of proof later in this introduction.
In this paper we apply our analytic results to rational points on varieties in families,
where the parameter space is the space of coefficients of generic polynomials of fixed degrees.
Among many potential applications we choose to consider generalised Chaˆtelet varieties (1.1)
and diagonal conic bundles (1.2). Using Theorem 1.2 we obtain a weaker version of the Hasse
principle for equations
NK{Qpzq “ P ptq ‰ 0, (1.1)
where K is a fixed cyclic extension of Q and NK{Qpzq is the associated norm form, for 100%
of Bouniakowsky polynomials P ptq of given degree, see Theorem 5.3. (See also Theorem 5.8
for the case when P ptq is a product of generic Bouniakowsky polynomials.) We deduce
Theorem 1.3. Let d be a positive integer. For a positive proportion of polynomials P ptq P
Zrts of degree d ordered by height, the affine variety given by (1.1) has a Q-point.
If K is a totally imaginary abelian extension of Q of class number 1, then the same
statement holds, with an easy proof. By the Kronecker–Weber theorem we have K Ă QpζMq
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for some M ě 1. Hence all primes in the arithmetic progression 1 pmodMq split in K.
Theorem 1.2 implies that a random Bouniakowsky polynomial of degree d congruent to the
constant polynomial 1 moduloM represents a prime. This prime p is the norm of a principal
integral ideal pxq Ă K. Since K is totally imaginary, we have p “ NK{Qpxq. (See Theorem
5.7 for a more general statement.) Here, at the expense of the condition on the class number
of K, we do not require K to be cyclic over Q and we find an integral (and not just rational)
solution of (1.1).
A stronger version of Theorem 1.2, where we require primes represented by polynomials
to satisfy additional conditions in terms of quadratic residues, allows us to incorporate into
our technique an estimate for certain character sums due to Heath-Brown [21, Cor. 4]. This
leads to the following result (see Corollary 6.3 of Theorem 6.1).
Theorem 1.4. Let n1, n2, n3 be integers such that n1 ą 0, n2 ą 0, and n3 ě 0, and let
n “ n1 ` n2 ` n3. Let a1, a2, a3 be non-zero integers, and let dij be natural numbers for
i “ 1, 2, 3 and j “ 1, . . . , ni. Then for a positive proportion of n-tuples pPijq P Zrtsn with
degPij “ dij, ordered by height, the following conic bundle has a Q-point contained in a
smooth fibre:
a1
n1ź
j“1
P1,jptq x2 ` a2
n2ź
k“1
P2,kptq y2 ` a3
n3ź
l“1
P3,lptq z2 “ 0. (1.2)
By [4, Thm. 1.4] (see also [27, Thm. 1.3]) in a dominant, everywhere locally solvable
family of quasi-projective varieties over an affine space such that the fibres at points of
codimension 1 are split and enough real fibres have real points, a positive proportion of
rational fibres are everywhere locally solvable. Thus, the results of Theorems 1.3 and 1.4
are expected consequences of a conjecture of Colliot-The´le`ne and Sansuc which predicts that
the Hasse principle for rational points on smooth, projective, geometrically rational varieties
is controlled by the Brauer–Manin obstruction. A known non-trivial case of this conjecture
for smooth projective conic bundles (1.2) is when n1 “ n2 “ 2, n3 “ 0; such surfaces are del
Pezzo surfaces of degree 4 for which the result is due to Colliot-The´le`ne [10]. The conjecture
for smooth projective varieties birationally equivalent to (1.1) is known when degP ď 4 (and
in some cases when deg P “ 6) and rK : Qs “ 2 (Colliot-The´le`ne, Sansuc and Swinnerton-
Dyer [13], [31]), degP ď 3 and rK : Qs “ 3 (Colliot-The´le`ne and Salberger [11]), degP ď 2
and rK : Qs arbitrary [22, 14, 6, 17]). There seem to be no known unconditional results
about the Hasse principle when the number of degenerate fibres is greater than 6. The
question is open even in special cases of degree 6, for example, in the case n1 “ n2 “ n3 “ 1,
d1 “ d2 “ d3 “ 2, which corresponds to a particular kind of del Pezzo surface of degree 2.
In contrast, for our statistical approach to the existence of rational points the number of
degenerate fibres is immaterial.
In the rest of the introduction we give more details about our main analytic results; for
this we need to introduce some more notation. We write P ą 0 to denote that the leading
coefficient of P ptq is positive. For a prime ℓ and a polynomial P ptq P Fℓrts we define
ZP pℓq :“ 7 ts P Fℓ : P psq “ 0u .
In particular, P is a Schinzel n-tuple if and only if ZP1...Pnpℓq ‰ ℓ for all primes ℓ and Pi ą 0
for each i “ 1, . . . , n. With notation as in Theorem 1.2, for H ě 1 define the set
PolypHq :“ tP P pZrtsqn : |P| ď H, degpPiq “ di, Pi ą 0, Pi ” Qi pmod Mq for i “ 1, . . . , nu .
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The least prime represented by a polynomial. For C ą 0 define
SCpPq :“ tm P N : m ď plog |P|qC, m ” n0 pmod Mq , Pipmq is prime for i “ 1, . . . , nu.
Theorem 1.2 is an immediate consequence of the following more precise quantitative result.
Theorem 1.5. Fix A ą 0. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1.2 for all H ě 3 we have
7tP P PolypHq : P is Schinzel, 7Sn`ApPq ě plog |P|qA{3u
7tP P PolypHq : P is Schinzelu “1`O
ˆplog log logHqd´n?
log logH
˙
, (1.3)
where d “ d1 ` . . .` dn, and the implied constant is independent of H.
Recall that Linnik’s constant is the smallest L ą 0 such that every primitive degree 1
polynomial P pxq “ qx ` a with 0 ă a ă q represents a prime of size ! qL “ |P |L. It is a
topic with very rich history, see [24, §18], for example. GRH implies that L ď 2` ε for every
ε ą 0 and it is known that L ď 5, see [33]. Furthermore, one cannot have L ă 1, see [26]
for accurate lower bounds. Theorem 1.5 shows that the analogue of the Linnik constant for
polynomials of given degree is at most 1` ε for every ε ą 0.
Corollary 1.6. Let ε ą 0 and d P N. For 100% of degree d Bouniakowsky polynomials P
the least prime represented by P is at most |P |plog |P |qd`ε.
Indeed, Theorem 1.5 with n “ 1 and A “ ε{d shows the existence of a natural number
m ď plog |P |q1`ε{d such that P pmq is prime; furthermore,
P pmq ď pd` 1q|P |md ď pd` 1q|P |plog |P |qp1`ε{dqd ! |P |plog |P |qd`ε.
The Bateman–Horn conjecture. Theorem 1.5 is a corollary of Theorem 1.8 below. To
state it we introduce a prime counting function and a truncated singular series.
Definition 1.7. Let P P pZrtsqn, let n0 P Z, and let M P N. For x ě 1 define the functions
θPpxq “
ÿ
mPNXr1,xs
m”n0pmod Mq
Pipmq prime for i“1,...,n
nź
i“1
logPipmq, (1.4)
SPpxq “ 1pgcdpM,
śn
i“1 Pipn0qq “ 1q
ϕpMqn M
n´1
ź
ℓ prime, ℓ∤M
ℓď 1
2
log x
1´ ℓ´1ZP1...Pnpℓq
p1´ ℓ´1qn . (1.5)
The function SPpxq is a truncated version of the Hardy–Littlewood singular series associ-
ated to Schinzel’s Hypothesis for the polynomials P1pn0`Mtq, . . . , Pnpn0`Mtq, see [2]. The
reason for considering Pipn0 `Mtq instead of Piptq is because θPpxq involves the condition
m ” n0 pmod Mq. A standard argument based on the prime number theorem for number
fields shows that for a fixed P the product SPpxq converges as xÑ 8. However, the conver-
gence is absolute only when each Pi is linear. Since we treat general polynomials, we have
chosen to work with the truncated version to avoid problems related to the lack of absolute
convergence.
The Bateman–Horn conjecture states that
θPpxq ´SPpxqx “ opxq.
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Our next result shows that the estimate
θPpxq ´SPpxqx “ O
ˆ
x?
log x
˙
holds for 100% of P P pZrtsqn in a certain range for x. Let
Rpx,Hq “ 17PolypHq
ÿ
PPPolypHq
ˇˇˇ
θPpxq ´SPpxqx
ˇˇˇ
be the average over all n-tuples P of the error terms in the Bateman–Horn conjecture.
Theorem 1.8. Let n, d1, . . . , dn,M be positive integers. Let n0 P Z and let Q P pZrtsqn. Fix
arbitrary A1, A2 P R with n ă A1 ă A2. Then for all H ě 3 and all x ě 3 with
plogHqA1 ă x ď plogHqA2
we have
Rpx,Hq ! x?
log x
,
where the implied constant depends only on d1, . . . , dn,M, n0,Q, A1, A2.
Our approach to Theorem 1.8 comes from work of Baier and Zhao [1, Thm., p. 964].
They used the circle method to study a function analogous to Rpx,Hq in the case of a single
quadratic polynomial t2`k when one averages over square-free integer coefficients k. One of
the technical inputs for the proof of Theorem 1.8 is Theorem 3.1. It provides an asymptotic
for simultaneous prime values of two linear polynomials, where the error term has an explicit
dependence on the coefficients of the polynomials. The proof of Theorem 3.1 avoids the circle
method and uses the Mo¨bius randomness law to count simultaneous prime values of pairs of
linear polynomials uniformly in the coefficients, see Section 3. By Cauchy–Schwarz, we have
Rpx,Hq2 ď V px,Hq :“ 17PolypHq
ÿ
PPPolypHq
pθPpxq ´SPpxqxq2 .
This function is treated in Section 4. Opening up the square gives three terms: the second
moments θPpxq2 and x2SPpxq2, and the correlation xSPpxqθPpxq. We show that the three
principal terms cancel out by constructing a probability space that models the behaviour of
functions involving Z, see Section 2. The proof of Theorem 1.8 can be found in §4.4 and
that of Theorem 1.5 in §4.5. Applications to rational points, including proofs of Theorems
1.3 and 1.4, can be found in Sections 5 and 6.
Notation. The quantities A1, A2, , δ1, δ2, n, d1, . . . , dn,Q, n0,M, will be considered constant
throughout. In particular, the dependence of implied constants in the big O notation on
these quantities will not be recorded. Any other dependencies of the implied constants on
further parameters will be explicitly specified via the use of a subscript. The estimates
will be valid for all sufficiently large x and H , thus, the iterated logarithm functions logH ,
log logH , etc. are well-defined.
Acknowledgement. The work on this paper started during the research trimester “A` la
rede´couverte des points rationnels” at the Institut Henri Poincare´ in Paris. The support of
IHP is gratefully acknowledged.
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2. Bernoulli models of Euler factors
In this section we study the ℓ-factor 1´ℓ´1ZP1...Pnpℓq of the Euler product (1.5). We prove
that if P1, . . . , Pn are random polynomials of bounded degree in Fℓrts, this factor is modelled
by the arithmetic mean of ℓ pairwise independent, identically distributed Bernoulli random
variables defined on a product of probability spaces. The results of this section are used in
Section 4 to prove cancellation of principal terms. Proposition 2.8 is used to prove Theorem
1.5 in §4.5.
2.1. Bernoulli model. Consider the probability space pΩpdq,Pq, where
Ωpdq :“ tP P Fℓrts : degpP q ď du
and P is the uniform discrete probability. For every m P Fℓ we define the Bernoulli random
variable Ym : Ωpdq Ñ t0, 1u by
Ym “
#
1, if P pmq ‰ 0 in Fℓ,
0, otherwise.
It is clear that Ym “ χpP pmqq, where χ is the principal Dirichlet character on Fℓ.
Lemma 2.1. Let J Ă Fℓ be a subset of cardinality s ď d ` 1. Then the variables Ym for
m P J are independent, and we have
EΩpdq
ź
mPJ
Ym “
ź
mPJ
EΩpdqYm “ p1´ ℓ´1qs.
Proof. It is enough to prove that
EΩpdq
ź
mPJ
p1´ Ymq “ 1
ℓd`1
7 tP P Fℓrts : degpP q ď d, P pmq “ 0 if m P J u “ 1
ℓs
. (2.1)
By the non-vanishing of the Vandermonde determinant this condition describes an Fℓ-vector
subspace of Ωpdq of codimension s, hence the result. 
Let n P N and let d1, . . . , dn P N. Consider Ω “ Ωpd1q ˆ . . . ˆ Ωpdnq as a Cartesian
probability space equipped with the product measure
PpA1 ˆ . . .ˆ Anq :“ P1pA1q . . .PnpAnq, for all Ai Ď Ωpdiq, (2.2)
where each Pi is the uniform discrete probability on Ωpdiq. For m P Fℓ define the Bernoulli
random variable Xm : ΩÑ t0, 1u by
Xm “
#
1, if
śn
i“1 Pipmq ‰ 0 in Fℓ,
0, otherwise.
It is clear that
X1 ` . . .`Xℓ “ ℓ´ ZP1...Pnpℓq. (2.3)
Lemma 2.2. For all m P Fℓ we have EΩXm “ p1´ ℓ´1qn.
Proof. This is immediate from Lemma 2.1. 
Lemma 2.3. For all k ‰ m P Fℓ the random variables Xk and Xm are independent.
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Proof. Since Xk and Xm are Bernoulli random variables, it suffices to show that they are
uncorrelated. Using Lemma 2.2 we write the covariance of Xk and Xm as
EΩ
«˜
nź
i“1
χpPipmqq ´
`
1´ ℓ´1˘n
¸˜
nź
j“1
χpPjpkqq ´
`
1´ ℓ´1˘n
¸ff
,
which equals
EΩ
«
nź
i“1
χpPipmqqχpPipkqq
ff
´ `1´ ℓ´1˘2n“
˜
nź
i“1
EΩpdiq rχpP pmqqχpP pkqqs
¸
´ `1´ ℓ´1˘2n
by (2.2). Since di ě 1 for all i “ 1, . . . , n, we conclude the proof by applying Lemma 2.1. 
For d, s P Zě0 define
Gℓpd, sq :“
sÿ
r“0
ˆ
s
r
˙ p´1qr
ℓmintr,1`du
. (2.4)
Lemma 2.4. For a subset J Ă Fℓ of cardinality s we have
EΩ
ź
mPJ
Xm “
nź
k“1
Gℓpdk, sq.
Proof. By multiplicativity of the principal Dirichlet character χ we have
ź
mPJ
Xm “
ź
mPJ
χ
˜
nź
k“1
Pkpmq
¸
“
nź
k“1
χ
¨
˝ź
mPJ
Pkpmq
˛
‚,
hence
EΩ
ź
mPJ
Xm “
nź
k“1
EΩpdkq
ź
mPJ
χpP pmqq.
For a fixed k we have
EΩpdkq
ź
mPJ
χpP pmqq “ EΩpdkq
ź
mPJ
Ym “
sÿ
r“0
p´1q7A
ÿ
AĂJ
EΩpdkq
ź
mPA
p1´ Ymq.
From the definition of the random variables Ym we get
EΩpdkq
ź
mPA
p1´ Ymq “ ℓ´pdk`1q7 tP P Fℓrts : degpP q ď dk, P pmq “ 0 if m P A u .
If 7A ď dk ` 1, this equals ℓ´7A by (2.1). If 7A ě dk ` 1, then P has more than degpP q
roots in Fℓ, hence P is identically zero and the quantity above is ℓ
´pdk`1q. Thus
EΩpdkq
ź
mPA
p1´ Ymq “ ℓ´mint7A ,dk`1u.
This implies the lemma. 
Lemma 2.5 (Joint distribution of Bernoulli variables). For γ1, . . . , γℓ P t0, 1u we have
P rXm “ γm for all m “ 1, . . . , ℓs “ p´1q7ti:γi“0u
ÿ
JĂFℓ
iRJñγi“0
p´1qℓ´7J
nź
k“1
Gℓpdk, 7J q.
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Proof. The event Xm “ γm for γm “ 0 (respectively, γm “ 1) is detected by the function
1´Xm (respectively, Xm). Therefore, writing βi “ 1´ γi we obtain
P rXm “ γm for all m “ 1, . . . , ℓs “ p´1q7ti:γi“0uEΩ
ℓź
m“1
pXm ´ βmq.
The mean in the right hand side equals
ÿ
JĂFℓ
¨
˝ź
iRJ
p´βiq
˛
‚EΩ ź
iPJ
Xi “
ÿ
JĂFℓ
p´1qℓ´7J
nź
k“1
Gℓpdk, 7J q
ź
iRJ
βi
due to Lemma 2.4. In view of βi P t0, 1u this proves the lemma. 
2.2. Consequences of the Bernoulli model.
Lemma 2.6. We have
ℓ´pd`nq
ÿ
P1PFℓrts, degpP1qďd1
...
PnPFℓrts, degpPnqďdn
ˆ
1´ ZP1...Pnpℓq
ℓ
˙2
“
ˆ
1´ 1
ℓ
˙2nˆ
1´ 1
ℓ
` 1
ℓp1´ ℓ´1qn
˙
.
Proof. We write the left hand side as ℓ´2EΩrpX1 ` . . .`Xℓq2s, open up the square and use
Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3. 
By considering ℓ´1EPPΩrX1 ` . . .`Xℓs instead we obtain
ℓ´pd`nq
ÿ
P1PFℓrts, degpP1qďd1
...
PnPFℓrts, degpPnqďdn
ˆ
1´ ZP1...Pnpℓq
ℓ
˙
“ `1´ ℓ´1˘n .
Lemma 2.7. Fix any m P N. We have
ℓ´pd`nq
ÿ
P1PFℓrts, degpP1qďd1,P1pmq‰0
...
PnPFℓrts, degpPnqďdn,Pnpmq‰0
ˆ
1´ ZP1...Pnpℓq
ℓ
˙
“
ˆ
1´ 1
ℓ
˙2nˆ
1´ 1
ℓ
` 1
ℓ p1´ ℓ´1qn
˙
.
Proof. By (2.3) and Lemma 2.3 the left hand side in our lemma equals
EΩ
„ˆ
X1 ` . . .`Xℓ
ℓ
˙
Xm

“ EΩ rXms
ℓ
` EΩ rXms
ℓ
ÿ
i‰m
EΩ rXis .
The proof now concludes by using Lemma 2.2. 
2.3. Density of Schinzel n-tuples. For a prime ℓ define the set
Tℓ :“ tP P pFℓrtsqn : ZP1...Pnpℓq ‰ ℓ, degpPiq ď di for all i “ 1, . . . , nu.
By Lemma 2.5 with all γi “ 0 we have 7Tℓ “ p1´ cℓqℓd`n, where
cℓ :“
ÿ
JĂFℓ
p´1q7J
nź
k“1
Gℓpdk, 7J q. (2.5)
When ℓ ą d it is easy to see that 7Tℓ “
śn
i“1pℓdi`1 ´ 1q, hence 1´ cℓ “
śn
i“1p1´ ℓ´pdi`1qq.
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Proposition 2.8. For any M P N we have
7tP P PolypHq : ZP1...Pnpℓq ‰ ℓ for all ℓ ∤ Mu “ 2d
¨
˝ź
ℓ∤M
p1´ cℓq
˛
‚ˆH
M
˙d`n
`O
ˆ
Hd`n
logH
˙
.
Proof. Let W be the product of all primes ℓ ă 1
10
logH such that ℓ ∤M . Define
KpHq “ 7 tP P PolypHq : ZP1...Pnpℓq ‰ ℓ for all ℓ|W u .
The counting function in the lemma is KpHq ` OpHd`nplogHq´1q. Indeed, the number of
P P PolypHq such that for some j “ 1, . . . , n there is a prime ℓ ą 1
10
logH for which Pj is
identically zero on Fℓ is
!
ÿ
ℓąplogHq{10
¨
˚˝ nź
i“1
i‰j
H1`di
˛
‹‚pH{ℓq1`dj ! Hd`n ÿ
ℓąplogHq{10
ℓ´2 ! Hd`nplogHq´1.
We have
KpHq “
ÿ
PPPolypHq
ź
ℓ|W
1TℓpPq “ 2´n
ˆ
2H
W M
`Op1q
˙d`nź
ℓ|W
7Tℓ,
by the Chinese remainder theorem applied to the coefficients of the polynomials Pi. Taking
into account that 7Tℓ “ p1´ cℓqℓd`n we rewrite this as
KpHq “ 2d
ˆ
H
M
`Op1qW
˙d`nź
ℓ|W
p1´ cℓq.
Note that logW ď řℓďplogHq{10 log ℓ ď plogHq{2 for all sufficiently large H by the prime
number theorem. Hence W ď H1{2, which implies
KpHq “ 2d
ˆ
H
M
˙n`dź
ℓ|W
p1´ cℓq `OpHd`n´1{2q.
The estimate
ś
ℓąplogHq{10
`
1´ ℓ´pdi`1q˘ “ 1`OpplogHq´diq concludes the proof. 
Corollary 2.9. The number of Bouniakowsky polynomials of degree d and height at most H
is
2d
˜ ź
prime ℓ
p1´ ℓ´mintℓ,d`1uq
¸
Hd`1 `O
ˆ
Hd`1
logH
˙
.
Proof. We apply Proposition 2.8 in the case n “ 1, M “ 1. For ℓ ą d ` 1 we have
cℓ “ ℓ´pd`1q. If s ď d` 1 then (2.4) becomes Gℓpd, sq “ p1´ 1{ℓqs. Hence for ℓ ď d` 1, (2.5)
gives cℓ “ ℓ´ℓ. 
3. Mo¨bius randomness law
For any d, k,m P N with k ‰ m we let
Gk,mpH ; dq :“
ÿ
PPZrts, degpP q“d
|P |ďH,Pą0
ΛpP pkqqΛpP pmqq, (3.1)
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where Λpnq is the von Mangoldt function. The main result of this section is the following
asymptotic for Gk,mpH ; dq as H Ñ8 that exhibits an effective dependence on k and m.
Theorem 3.1. Fix any d P N and δ ą 0. Then for all H ě 1, A ą 0 and all natural
numbers k,m ď plogHqδ, k ‰ m, we have
Gk,mpH ; dq “ 2dHd`1
ź
p prime
p|k´m
p
p´ 1 `OA
`
Hd`1plogHq´A˘ ,
where the implied constant is independent of k,m and H.
3.1. Using Mo¨bius randomness law. As usual, epzq “ expp2πizq and µpnq is the Mo¨bius
function. The Mo¨bius randomness law is a general principle which states that long sums
containing the Mo¨bius function should exhibit cancellation. An early example is the following
result of Davenport, whose proof is based on bilinear sums techniques.
Lemma 3.2 (Davenport). Fix A ą 0. Then for all y ě 1 we have
sup
αPR
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ÿ
mďy
µpmqepαmq
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ! yplog yq´A,
where the implied constant depends only on A.
Proof. See [16] or [24, Thm. 13.10]. 
Recall that for m P N we have Λpmq “ ´řµpdq log d, where the summation is over the
positive divisors d of m. We define the truncated von Mangoldt function
Λzpmq :“ ´
ÿ
dPN, dďz, d|m
µpdq log d, where z ě 1,
which will give rise to the main term in Theorem 3.1 for suitably large z, whereas
Ezpmq :“ Λpmq ´ Λzpmq
will contribute to the error term. The variable d in Ezpmq “ ´
ř
zădďm,d|m µpdq log d runs
over a long segment, so the presence of µpdq will give rise to cancellations. In particular,
Λzpmq is a good approximation to Λpmq for suitably large z. The advantage of this is that
one can easily take care of various error terms in averages involving Λzpmq, due to truncation.
We shall use the following corollary of Lemma 3.2.
Corollary 3.3. Fix A ą 0. Then for all y, z ě 1 we have
sup
αPR
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ÿ
mďy
Ezpmqepαmq
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ !A yplog yqplog zq´A,
where the implied constant depends only on A.
Proof. See [24, Eq. (19.17)]. 
Write M “ maxtk,mu. For a function f : ZÑ R define a function Sf : RÑ C by
Sfpxq “
ÿ
cPZ
|c|ďpd`1qM dH
fpcqepcxq.
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Define the functions T, T` : RÑ C as follows:
T pxq “
ÿ
|c|ďH
epcxq and T`pxq “
ÿ
0ăcďH
epcxq.
Write P ptq “ řdi“0 citi. For any functions f, g : ZÑ R we have the following identityÿ
|P |ďH
Pą0
gpP pkqqfpP pmqq “
ż
r0,1q2
SgpαqSfpβq T`pαkd ` βmdq
d´1ź
i“0
T pαki ` βmiq dαdβ. (3.2)
Write }x} for the distance from a real number x to the nearest integer.
Lemma 3.4. Let d, k,m P N with k ‰ m and let δ, A ą 0. Define the subsets A1, A2, A3,
A4 of r0, 1q2 by the following conditions:
A1 : }α` β} ą H´1, }αk ` βm} ą H´1,
A2 : }α` β} ď H´1, }αk ` βm} ď H´1,
A3 : }α` β} ď H´1, }αk ` βm} ą H´1,
A4 : }α` β} ą H´1, }αk ` βm} ď H´1.
Write
IntpAiq “
ż
Ai
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇSEzpαqSfpβq T`pαkd ` βmdq d´1ź
r“0
T pαkr ` βmrq
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ dαdβ, where i “ 1, 2, 3, 4,
and f : ZÑ R is an arbitrary function. Then for all z P r1, Hs we have
IntpA1q ! M
dHdplogHq3
plog zqA S|f |p0q,
IntpA2q, IntpA3q, IntpA4q ! M
dHdplogHq1`2δd
plog zqA S|f |p0q,
where the implied constants depend only on d, i, j, δ and A.
Proof. Let us start with IntpA1q. The well-known bound
maxt|T`pγq|, |T pγq|u ! min
 
H, }γ}´1( (3.3)
shows that
IntpA1q !
ˆ
sup
αPR
|SEzpαq|
˙ˆ
sup
βPR
|Sf pβq|
˙
Hd´1
ż
A1
dαdβ
}α` β}}αk ` βm} .
Corollary 3.3 gives ´
sup
αPR
|SEzpαq|
¯´
sup
βPR
|Sf pβq|
¯
! M
dHplogHq
plog zqA S|f |p0q. (3.4)
The linear change of variables ps, tq “ pα`β, αk`βmq has Jacobian of modulus |k´m| ě 1
since k and m are distinct integers. Therefore, the last integral is
!
ż
}s},}t}ąH´1
dsdt
}s}}t} ! plogHq
2.
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Let us now deal with IntpA2q. The same change of variables shows that
volpA2q “ 1|k ´m|
ż
}s},}t}ďH´1
1dsdt ! H´2.
Furthermore, by (3.3) the integrand in A2 is bounded by
!
ˆ
sup
αPR
|SEzpαq|
˙ˆ
sup
βPR
|Sf pβq|
˙
Hd`1.
By (3.4) this is clearly satisfactory.
Finally, we bound IntpA3q and IntpA4q. By (3.3) and (3.4) we obtain
IntpA3q ! M
dHd`1plogHq
plog zqA S|f |p0q
ż
A3
dαdβ
}αk ` βm} .
The linear change of variables from α to s “ αk`βm is invertible. It turns the integral into
k´1
ż
sPr0,1q,}s}ąH´1
vpsq ds}s} ,
where vpsq :“ vol pβ P r0, 1q : }β ` spk ´mq´1} ď H´1k|k ´m|´1q. It is clear that we have
vpsq ! H´1k ď H´1 ď H´1plogHqδ. Furthermore,ż
sPr0,1q,}s}ąH´1
ds
}s} !
ż
H´1ăsď1{2
ds
s
! logH,
which is clearly sufficient. The proof for IntpA4q is similar. 
Proposition 3.5. Fix any d ě 1 and δ1, δ2 ą 0. Then for all z,H ě 1, A ą 0 and all natural
numbers k ‰ m such that
k,m ď plogHqδ2 , Hδ1 ď z ď H
we have
Gk,mpHq “
ÿ
|P |ďHPą0
degpP q“d
ΛzpP pkqqΛzpP pmqq `OA
ˆ
Hd`1
plogHqA
˙
,
where the implied constant is independent of k,m,H and z.
Proof. For both choices f “ Ez and f “ ´Λz we have |fpkq| ď
ř
m|k logm ď plog kqτpkq,
where τ is the divisor function. In particular, we get
ř
kďy |fpkq| ! yplog yq2, which shows
that S|f |p0q ! M dHplogHq2. Therefore, by (3.2) and Lemma 3.4 we obtain
max
$&
%
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ ÿ
|P |ďH,Pą0
EzpP pkqqEzpP pmqq
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ ,
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ ÿ
|P |ďH,Pą0
EzpP pkqqΛzpP pmqq
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ
,.
- !A H
d`1
plogHqA .
Recalling that Λ “ Λz ` Ez concludes the proof. 
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3.2. The main term. It now remains to estimate the sum involving Λz in Proposition 3.5.
This will be straightforward but somewhat involved because we shall keep track of the
dependence of the error term on the underlying parameters.
Lemma 3.6. For all z,H ě 1 with z2 ď H and all distinct k,m P N we haveÿ
|P |ďH
Pą0
ΛzpP pkqqΛzpP pmqq “ 2dHd`1
ÿ
l0,l1,l2PN
gcdpli,ljq“1 for i‰j
l0l1,l0l2ďz
µpl0q2µpl1qµpl2q logpl0l1q logpl0l2qgcdpk ´m, l0q
l20l1l2
`OpHdz4q,
where the implied constant depends only on d.
Proof. Write c “ pc0, . . . , cdq and P ptq “ Pcptq “
řd
i“0 cit
i. The left hand side becomesÿ
k1,k2ďz
µpk1qµpk2q logpk1q logpk2q
ÿ
cPpZXr´H,Hsqd`1, cdą0
k1|Pcpkq, k2|Pcpmq
1.
We only need to consider the terms corresponding to square-free k1 and k2. Then l0 “
gcdpk1, k2q, l1 “ k1{k0, l2 “ k2{k0 are square-free and pairwise coprime. The sum over c now
turns into ÿ
bPpZXr0,l0l1l2qqd`1
Pbpkq”Pbpmq”0pmod l0q
l1|Pbpkq, l2|Pbpmq
7  c P pZX r´H,Hsqd`1 : cd ą 0, c ” b pmod l0l1l2q( .
Since z2 ď H we have l0l1l2 ď k1k2 ď z2 ď H . Therefore, the summand 7tcu is
1
2
ˆ
2H
l0l1l2
˙d`1
`O
˜ˆ
H
l0l1l2
˙d¸
.
The sum over b is ̟Pbpkqpl1q̟Pbpmqpl2q̟Pbpkq,Pbpmqpl0q, where for f, g P Zrt0, . . . , tds and l P N
we define ̟fplq :“ 7
 
b P pZX r0, lqqd`1 : fpbq ” 0 pmod lq( and
̟f,gplq :“ 7
 
b P pZX r0, lqqd`1 : fpbq ” gpbq ” 0 pmod lq( .
We thus obtain equality with
2dHd`1
ÿ
l0,l1,l2PN
gcdpli,ljq“1 for i‰j
l0l1,l0l2ďz
µpl0q2µpl1qµpl2q logpl0l1q logpl0l2q
̟Pbpkq,Pbpmqpl0q̟Pbpkqpl1q̟Pbpmqpl2q
pl0l1l2qd`1
up to a quantity whose modulus is
! Hd
ÿ
l0,l1,l2PN
gcdpli,ljq“1 for i‰j
l0l1,l0l2ďz
µpl0q2µpl1q2µpl2q2 logpl0l1q logpl0l2q̟Pbpkq,Pbpmqpl0q̟Pbpkqpl1q̟Pbpmqpl2qpl0l1l2qd .
Using that every li is square-free and fixing all bi except b0 shows that
̟Pbpkqpl1q “ ld1 and ̟Pbpmqpl2q “ ld2.
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Similarly, for a prime ℓ we view Pbpkq ” Pbpmq ” 0 pmod ℓq as a linear system in b0 and b1,
implying that ̟Pbpkq,Pbpmqpℓq equals ℓd´1 if ℓ ∤ k ´m and equals ℓd if ℓ | k ´m. This gives
̟Pbpkqpl1q̟Pbpmqpl2q̟Pbpkq,Pbpmqpl0q “ ld1ld2ld´10 gcdpk ´m, l0q ď pl0l1l2qd,
which completes the proof. 
Lemma 3.7. Fix any positive δ1, δ2. Then for all A,H ě 1, all distinct natural numbers
k,m ď plogHqδ1 and all Hδ2 ď z ď H, the sum over the li in Lemma 3.6 equals
ÿ
l0ďplog zq8`2δ1`2A
µpl0q2 gcdpl0, k ´mq
l20
ÿ
cďplog zq5`A
gcdpc,l0q“1
µpcq
c2
¨
˚˝˚ ÿ
tPNXr1,z{pcl0qs
gcdpt,cl0q“1
µptqplog cl0tq
t
˛
‹‹‚
2
`OApplogHq´Aq,
where the implied constant does not depend on k,m,H and z.
Proof. Using Mo¨bius inversion to deal with the coprimality of l1, l2 shows that the sum over
the li in Lemma 3.6 is
ÿ
l0PNXr1,zs
µpl0q2 gcdpl0, k ´mq
l20
ÿ
cPNXr1,z{l0s
gcdpc,l0q“1
µpcq
c2
¨
˚˝˚ ÿ
tPNXr1,z{pcl0qs
gcdpt,cl0q“1
µptqplog cl0tq
t
˛
‹‹‚
2
.
The contribution of c ą plog zq5`A is
!A
ÿ
l0PN
µpl0q2 gcdpl0, k ´mq
k20
ÿ
cąplog zq5`A
µpcq2
c2
¨
˚˝ÿ
tPN
tďz
log z
t
˛
‹‚
2
,
which is
!A plog zq´1´A
ź
p
ˆ
1` gcdpp, k ´mq
p2
˙
.
The product over p is !śp|k´mp1`p´1q ďśpďplogHqδ1 p1`p´1q ! log z, which is acceptable.
The contribution of l0 ą plog zq8`2δ1`2A is
!A
ÿ
l0ąplog zq8`2δ1`2A
µpl0q2 gcdpl0, k ´mq
l20
ÿ
cPN
µpcq
c2
¨
˚˝ÿ
tPN
tďz
log z
t
˛
‹‚
2
!A
ÿ
l0PN
µpl0q2plog zq´δ1´A
gcdpl0, k ´mq´1l3{20
.
Recalling that z ě Hδ2 and that k,m ď plogHqδ1 shows that the last sum over l0 is
!A plogHq´δ1´A
ź
p|k´m
p1` p´1{2q !A plogHq´δ1´Aτpk ´mq !A plogHq´A. 
We recall some consequences of the prime number theorem, see [28, Ex. 17, p. 185].
Lemma 3.8. Fix arbitrary A ą 0. Then for all T ě 1 and q P NX r1, T s we haveÿ
tďT
gcdpt,qq“1
µptq log t
t
“ ´ q
ϕpqq `OApplog T q
´Aq and
ÿ
tďT
gcdpt,qq“1
µptq
t
“ OApplog T q´Aq,
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where the implied constants depend only on A.
Lemma 3.9. In the setting of Lemma 3.7 the sum in its statement isÿ
l0PN
µpl0q2 gcdpl0, k ´mq
ϕpl0q2
ÿ
cPN
gcdpc,l0q“1
µpcq
ϕpcq2 `OA
`plogHq´A˘ ,
where the implied constant does not depend on k, m and H.
Proof. We first use Lemma 3.8 to estimate the sum over t in Lemma 3.7. Using the restric-
tions c ď plog zq5`A and l0 ď plog zq8`2δ1`2A we see that the sum isÿ
tďz{pcl0q
gcdpt,cl0q“1
µptq log t
t
` plog cl0q
ÿ
tďz{pcl0q
gcdpt,cl0q“1
µptq
t
“ ´ cl0
ϕpcl0q `OA
`plog zq´A˘ .
Using the obvious bound cl0{ϕpcl0q ď cl0 ! plog zqOp1q and redefining A, we immediately
obtain ¨
˚˝˚ ÿ
tďz{pcl0q
gcdpt,cl0q“1
µptqplog cl0tq
t
˛
‹‹‚
2
“ c
2l20
ϕ2pcl0q `OA
`plog zq´A˘ .
We thus obtain that the sum in Lemma 3.7 isÿ
l0ďplog zq8`2δ1`2A
µpl0q2 gcdpl0, k ´mq
ϕpl0q2
ÿ
cďplog zq5`A
gcdpc,l0q“1
µpcq
ϕpcq2 `OApplogHq
´Aq,
because ÿ
l0ďplog zq8`2δ1`2A
gcdpl0, k ´mq
l20
ÿ
cďplog zq5`A
1
ϕpcq2 !
ÿ
l0ďplog zq8`2δ1`2A
l´10 !A log log z.
We now complete the sums over l0 ď plog zq8`2δ1`2A and c ď plog zq5`A by introducing an
error term which can be shown to be acceptable with arguments that are identical to those
in the proof of Lemma 3.7. Enlarging A, if necessary, concludes the proof. 
For a prime p let σp :“ 1 ´ pp ´ 1q´2. Then the sum over c in Lemma 3.9 is
ś
p∤l0
σp.
Since σ2 “ 0, only the terms with even l0 may be non-zero. Write l0 “ 2m0, so that m0 is a
square-free odd number. Then the overall sum in Lemma 3.9 is˜ź
p‰2
σp
¸ ÿ
oddm0
µpm0q2 gcdp2m0, k ´mq
ϕp2m0q2
ź
p|m0
σ´1p
“ gcdp2, k ´mq
˜ź
p‰2
σp
¸ź
p‰2
ˆ
1` gcdpp, k ´mqpp´ 1q2σp
˙
“ gcdp2, k ´mq
ź
p∤k´m,p‰2
pp´ 1q2σp
ppp´ 2q
ź
p|k´m,p‰2
pp´ 1qσp
p´ 2 “
ź
p|k´m
p
p´ 1 .
Using this, together with Lemmas 3.6-3.7-3.9 for z “ H1{8 gives the following
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Lemma 3.10. Fix any δ ą 0. Then for all H ě 1, A ą 0, z “ H1{8, and all pairs of distinct
natural numbers k,m ď plogHqδ we haveÿ
|P |ďH,Pą0
ΛzpP pkqqΛzpP pmqq “ 2dHd`1
ź
p|k´m
p
p´ 1 `OA
`
Hd`1plogHq´A˘ ,
where the implied constant does not depend on k, m and H.
Combining Proposition 3.5 with Lemma 3.10 proves Theorem 3.1.
4. Dispersion
In this section we prove that V px,Hq ! x2plog xq´1. Theorem 1.8 then follows by the
Cauchy–Schwarz inequality Rpx,Hq2 ď V px,Hq. Removing the condition Pi ” Qi pmod Mq
can only increase the variance V px,Hq, thus
7PolypHqV px,Hq ď
ÿ
PPZrtsn,|P|ďH
degpPiq“di,Pią0
θPpxq2 ´ 2x
ÿ
PPZrtsn ,|P|ďH
degpPiq“di,Pią0
SPpxqθPpxq ` x2
ÿ
PPZrtsn ,|P|ďH
degpPiq“di,Pią0
SPpxq2. (4.1)
The term
ř
P
θPpxq2 is studied in §4.1 using Theorem 3.1. The terms
ř
P
SPpxq2 andř
P
SPpxqθPpxq are estimated in §4.2 and §4.3, respectively.
Throughout this section d “ d1`. . .`dn. We write Piptq “
řdi
j“0 cijt
j for each i “ 1, . . . , n.
4.1. The term
ř
P
θPpxq2. Fix any A1 and A2 such that n ă A1 ă A2 and assume that
plogHqA1 ă x ď plogHqA2. (4.2)
We begin by bounding the diagonal contribution. Recall that Gk,mpH ; diq is defined in (3.1).
Lemma 4.1. For all x,H ě 1 satisfying (4.2) we haveÿ
P1,...,Pn
|Pi|ďH,Pią0
θPpxq2 ď 2
ÿ
1ďmăkďx
k”m”n0pmod Mq
nź
i“1
Gk,mpH ; diq `O
`
xHd`nplogHqn˘ ,
where the implied constant depends only on di.
Proof. First, note that for all j P N we have 1primespjqplog jq ď Λpjq, where Λ is the von
Mangoldt function. Therefore, the sum over the Pi in our lemma is at most
ÿ
P1,...,Pn
|Pi|ďH,Pią0
¨
˚˝ ÿ
mďx
m”n0pmod Mq
ΛpP1pmqq . . .ΛpPnpmqq
˛
‹‚
2
“
ÿ
1ďk,mďx
k”m”n0pmod Mq
nź
i“1
Gk,mpH ; diq.
The contribution of the diagonal terms k “ m is at mostÿ
1ďmďx
nź
i“1
ÿ
|Pi|ďH,Pią0
Λ2pPipmqq.
Writing Ni “ Pipmq ´ ci,0 and using 0 ď Λphq ď log h gives the bound
! plogHqn
ÿ
1ďmďx
nź
i“1
ÿ
pcijq
di
j“1PpZXr´H,Hsq
di
ÿ
|ci,0|ďH
Λpci,0 `Niq.
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The Brun–Titchmarsh inequality shows that the sum over ci,0 isÿ
´H`NiďfďH`Ni
Λpfq ! H.
We thus obtain ÿ
1ďmďx
nź
i“1
ÿ
|Pi|ďH,Pią0
Λ2pPipmqq ! xHd`nplogHqn,
which is sufficient. 
For n P N and any prime ℓ define
γnpℓq :“ 1´ 1
ℓ
` ℓ
n´1
pℓ´ 1qn . (4.3)
Lemma 4.2. Fix any δ ą 0. For all x,H with 1 ď x ď plogHqδ we haveÿ
PPZrtsn,|P|ďH
degpPiq“di,Pią0
θPpxq2 ď x
2Mn´2
ϕpMqn 2
dHd`n
ź
ℓ∤M
γnpℓq `O
`
xplog xqnHd`nplogHqn˘ ,
where the implied constant depends only on δ, n,M and di.
Proof. Taking sufficiently large A in Theorem 3.1 and using Lemma 4.1 yieldsÿ
P1,...,Pn
|Pi|ďH,Pią0
θPpxq2 ď 2d`1Hd`nT0pxq `OA
`
xHd`nplogHqn `Hd`nplogHq´A˘ ,
where
T0pxq :“
ÿ
1ďmăkďx
k”m”n0pmod Mq
ź
p|k´m
pn
pp´ 1qn .
Let us define the multiplicative function fn : NÑ R by
fnppq “ p2pγnppq ´ 1q “
ˆ
pn
pp´ 1qn ´ 1
˙
p, fnppκq “ 0 if κ ě 2. (4.4)
Write ψ “ 1{pp´1q. Using the bound p1`ψqn´1 ď ψn`ψ2n2n, valid for 0 ă ψ ă 1, gives
0 ď fnphq ď µphq2
ź
p|h
ˆ
np
p´ 1 `
n2np
pp´ 1q2
˙
ď µphq2
ź
p|h
ˆ
n ` 5
n
p´ 1
˙
. (4.5)
In particular, ÿ
tPNXr1,T s
fnptq
t
ď
ź
pďT
ˆ
1` fnppq
p
˙
!n
ź
pďT
ˆ
1` n
p
˙
! plog T qn. (4.6)
Thus, the sum T0pxq becomesÿ
1ďmăkďx
k”m”n0pmod Mq
ÿ
h|k´m
fnphq
h
“
ÿ
1ďhďx
fnphq
h
ÿ
1ďkďx
k”n0pmod Mq
ÿ
1ďmăk
m”kpmod hq
m”n0pmod Mq
1.
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Let us now write h as h0h1, where gcdph1,Mq “ 1 and every prime divisor of h0 divides M .
Since h is square-free, h0 divides M . Furthermore, the congruence k ” m pmod hq in the
sum over m is equivalent to k ” m pmod h1q because M | k ´ n0 and h0 |M . Thus, we get
T0pxq “
ÿ
h0|M
fnph0q
h0
ÿ
1ďh1ďx{h0
gcdph1,Mq“1
fnph1q
h1
ÿ
1ďkďx
k”n0pmod Mq
ÿ
1ďmăk
m”kpmod h1q
m”n0pmod Mq
1.
The sum over m is k{ph1Mq `Op1q, therefore,
T0pxq “ 1
M
ÿ
h0|M
fnph0q
h0
ÿ
1ďh1ďx{h0
gcdph1,Mq“1
fnph1q
h21
ÿ
1ďkďx
k”n0pmod Mq
k `O
¨
˚˝˚
x
ÿ
1ďh1ďx
gcdph1,Mq“1
fnph1q
h1
˛
‹‹‚.
The sum over h1 is ! plog xqn due to (4.6). The main term isˆ
x2
2M2
`Opxq
˙ ÿ
h0|M
fnph0q
h0
ÿ
1ďh1ďx{h0
gcdph1,Mq“1
fnph1q
h21
.
By (4.5) we have
ř
hąT fnphqh´2 ! plog T qnT´1, therefore,ÿ
1ďh1ďx{h0
gcdph1,Mq“1
fnph1q
h21
“
ź
ℓ∤M
ˆ
1` fnpℓq
ℓ2
˙
`O
ˆplog xqn
x
˙
“
ź
ℓ∤M
γnpℓq `O
ˆplog xqn
x
˙
.
We thus obtainÿ
h0|M
fnph0q
h0
ÿ
1ďh1ďx{h0
gcdph1,Mq“1
fnph1q
h21
“
ź
ℓ|M
ˆ
1` fnpℓq
ℓ
˙ź
ℓ∤M
γnpℓq `O
ˆplog xqn
x
˙
.
Using (4.4) we see that the product over ℓ|M is Mn{ϕpMqn, which concludes the proof. 
4.2. The term
ř
P
SPpxq2. Let W be the product of primes ℓ ∤M such that ℓ ď plog xq{2.
Lemma 4.3. For every square-free m P N we have
ÿ
R1,...,RnPpZ{mqrts
degpRiqďdi
ź
prime ℓ|m
ˆ
1´ ℓ´1ZR1...Rnpℓq
p1´ ℓ´1qn
˙2
“ mn`d
ź
prime ℓ|m
γnpℓq.
Proof. A standard argument based on the Chinese remainder theorem shows that the left
hand side is a multiplicative function of m. Invoking Lemma 2.6 concludes the proof. 
Lemma 4.4. If x ď H thenÿ
PPZrtsn ,|P|ďH
degpPiq“di,Pią0
SPpxq2 “ 2
dHd`nMn´2
ϕpMqn
ˆ
1`O
ˆ
W
H
˙˙ ź
prime ℓ∤M
ℓď 1
2
log x
γnpℓq,
where the implied constant depends only on n,M and di.
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Proof. By (1.5) our sum can be rewritten as
M2n´2
ϕpMq2n
ÿ
PPpZrtsqn ,|P|ďH
degpPiq“di,Pią0
gcdpM,
śn
i“1 Pipn0qq“1
BPpxq2, where BPpxq :“
ź
prime ℓ∤M
ℓď 1
2
log x
1´ ℓ´1ZP1...Pnpℓq
p1´ ℓ´1qn . (4.7)
If the coefficients of P and R in Zrts are congruent modulo ℓ, then ZP pℓq “ ZRpℓq. Hence
the sum over the Pi in (4.7) is
ÿ
R1,...,RnPpZ{W qrts
BRpxq2
ÿ
kPNn,ki|M
˜
nź
i“1
µpkiq
¸ ÿ
FiPpZ{kiqrts
Fipn0q”0pmod kiq
ÿ
P1,...,PnPZrts
|Pi|ďH,Pią0
Pi”Ripmod W q
Pi”Fipmod kiq
1,
where degpPiq “ di, degpRiq, degpFiq ď di and we used Mo¨bius inversion to deal with the
condition gcdpM,Ripn0qq “ 1. Viewing the sum over the Pi as a sum over 1` di integers in
arithmetic progressions modulo kiW we obtain
ÿ
RPpZ{W qrtsn
BRpxq2
ÿ
kPNn, ki|M
˜
nź
i“1
µpkiq
¸ ÿ
FiPpZ{kiqrts
Fipn0q”0pmod kiq
nź
i“1
ˆ
2diH1`di
pkiW q1`di `O
ˆ
1` H
di
W di
˙˙
.
Now note that W ď H because x ď H and the prime number theorem imply that
logW ď
ÿ
ℓďplog xq{2
log ℓ ď logH.
The sum over F1, . . . , Fn has
śn
i“1 k
di
i terms because the constant term of every Fi is deter-
mined uniquely by the other coefficients and n0. This gives
ÿ
RPpZ{W qrtsn
BRpxq2
ÿ
kPNn, ki|M
˜
nź
i“1
µpkiq
ki
¸ˆ
1`O
ˆ
W
H
˙˙
2dHd`n
W d`n
and using the standard equality
ř
k|M µpkqk´1 “ ϕpMqM´1 shows that the sum over P
in (4.7) is
ϕpMqn
Mn
2dHd`n
W d`n
ˆ
1`O
ˆ
W
H
˙˙ ÿ
RPpZ{W qrtsn
ź
prime ℓ∤M
ℓď 1
2
log x
ˆ
1´ ℓ´1ZP1...Pnpℓq
p1´ ℓ´1qn
˙2
.
The proof concludes by appealing to Lemma 4.3. 
Lemma 4.5. Fix any δ ą 0. For all H ě 1 and all 1 ď x ď plogHqδ we have
ÿ
P1,...,Pn
|Pi|ďH,Pią0
SPpxq2 “ 2
dHd`nMn´2
ϕpMqn
ź
ℓď 1
2
plog xq
ℓ∤M
γnpℓq `O
`
Hd`n´1{2
˘
,
where the implied constant depends only on δ, di, M and n.
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Proof. We have γnpℓq “ 1`Onpℓ´2q, hence the product over ℓ is Onp1q. Furthermore, for all
sufficiently large H the prime number theorem yields W ď H1{2 because
logW ď
ÿ
pď 1
2
log x
log p ď log x ď δplog logHq ď logH
2
.
This concludes the proof. 
4.3. The term
ř
P
SPpxqθPpxq.
Lemma 4.6. Fix any A1, A2 such that n ă A1 ă A2. Then for all x,H ě 1 such that
plogHqA1 ď x ď plogHqA2 we haveÿ
PPpZrtsqn ,|P|ďH
degpPiq“di,Pią0
SPpxqθPpxq “ 2
dHn`d
ϕpW qnW d
Mn´1
ϕpMqnF pxq `O
`
x2{3plog log xqnHd`n˘ ,
where
F pxq :“
ÿ
2d8x2{3ămďx
m”n0pmod Mq
ÿ
R1,...,RnPpZ{W qrts
degpRiqďdi,gcdpRipmq,W q“1
SRpxq, d8 “ max
i
di.
Proof. We write Pi “
řdi
i“0 cijt
i and separate the terms satisfying at least one of the con-
straints minitci,diH´1u ď x´2{3 , m ď 2d8x2{3, where m is the variable in the sum in the
definition (1.4) of θPpxq. Note that
SPpxq !
ź
ℓďlogx
1
p1´ ℓ´1qn ! plog log xq
n.
Hence, the contribution of all P for which there exists a j such that cj,dj ď Hx´2{3 is
! plog log xqn
ÿ
P1,...,Pn, |Pi|ďH
0ăcj,djďHx
´2{3
θPpxq ! plog log xqn
¨
˚˚˚
˝
ÿ
P1,...,Pn, |Pi|ďH
0ăcj,djďHx
´2{3
1
˛
‹‹‹‚
1{2¨
˚˝˚ ÿ
P1,...,Pn
|Pi|ďH,Pią0
θPpxq2
˛
‹‹‚
1{2
.
We use Lemma 4.2 to bound the outmost right term. By our assumption plogHqA1 ď x the
error term in Lemma 4.2 is Opx2Hd`nq, thus the terms with cj,dj ď Hx´2{3 contribute
! plog log xqnx2{3Hd`n.
From Lemmas 4.2 and 4.5 we see that the contribution of the terms with m ď 2d8x2{3 is
ÿ
P1,...,Pn
|Pi|ďH,Pią0
SPpxqθPp2d8x2{3q !
¨
˚˝˚ ÿ
P1,...,Pn
|Pi|ďH,Pią0
SPpxq2
˛
‹‹‚
1{2¨
˚˝˚ ÿ
P1,...,Pn
|Pi|ďH,Pią0
θPp2d8x2{3q2
˛
‹‹‚
1{2
,
which is ! x2{3Hd`n. To estimate the contribution of the remaining terms we note that the
term 1 in (1.5) can be ignored with an admissible error term. Indeed, if there exists a j ď n
such that gcdpPjpn0q,Mq ą 1 then every m in θPpxq satisfies Pipmq ” Pjpn0q pmod Mq,
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hence Pjpmq is one of the prime divisors of M . In particular, θPpxq “ OMp1q, hence, by
Lemma 4.5 and Cauchy–Schwarz, the contribution is
!
ÿ
P1,...,Pn
|Pi|ďH,Pią0
SPpxq !
¨
˚˝˚ ÿ
P1,...,Pn
|Pi|ďH,Pią0
SPpxq2
˛
‹‹‚
1{2
H
d`n
2 ! Hd`n.
We are thus reduced to the evaluation of
Mn´1
ϕpMqn
ÿ
P1,...,Pn
|Pi|ďH
Hx´2{3ăci,di
¨
˝ź
ℓ|W
1´ ℓ´1ZP1...Pnpℓq
p1´ ℓ´1qn
˛
‚ ÿ
2d8x2{3ămďx
m”n0pmod Mq
Pipmq prime
nź
i“1
logPipmq.
Following the initial steps as in the proof of Lemma 4.4 we see that this is
Mn´1
ϕpMqn
ÿ
2d8x
2{3ămďx
m”n0pmod Mq
ÿ
R1,...,RnPpZ{W qrts
degpRiqďdi
¨
˝ź
ℓ|W
1´ ℓ´1ZP1...Pnpℓq
p1´ ℓ´1qn
˛
‚ˆ
ˆ
ÿ
pcijqPZd`n, |cij |ďH,
cij”rijpmod W q, ci,diąHx
´2{3
nź
i“1
¨
˚˝˚ ÿ
x1
i
ďkďx1
i
`y1
i
ki”Ripmqpmod W q
1primespkiq log ki
˛
‹‹‚,
(4.8)
where we have written Riptq “
řdi
j“0 rijt
j. Furthermore, we changed the variable ci,0 into ki
by using ci,0 `Xi “ ki with
Xi :“
diÿ
j“1
cijm
i, x1i :“ ´H `Xi, y1i “ 2Ci.
We have Xi ě cidmdi ´ diHm´1`di , hence, using the fact that both ci,di ą Hx´2{3 and
m ą 2dix2{3 hold, we see that x1i ą H{4. By the Siegel–Walfisz theorem we obtain the
following for all A ą 0,ÿ
x1
i
ďkďx1
i
`y1
i
ki”Ripmqpmod W q
1primespkiq log ki “
“1pgcdpRipmq,W q “ 1q 2H
ϕpW q `OApplogW qHx
dplogHq´Aq.
(4.9)
The estimate logW ! log x shows that the error term in (4.9) is
!A plog xqHxdiplogHq´A !A HplogHqp1`diqδ´A,
which is !A HplogHq´A upon redefining A. The main term makes the following contribution
towards (4.8):
2dHd`n
ϕpW qnW d
Mn´1
ϕpMqnF pxq
´
1`Opx´ 23 q
¯
.
This is sufficient for the proof. 
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A standard argument based on the Chinese remainder theorem and Lemma 2.7 shows that
for any m P N and any square-free k P N we haveÿ
R1,...,RnPpZ{kqrts
degpRiqďdi
gcdpRipmq,kq“1
ź
ℓ prime
ℓ|k
1´ ℓ´1ZR1...Rnpℓq
p1´ ℓ´1qn “ k
dϕpkqn
ź
prime ℓ|k
γnpℓq. (4.10)
Lemma 4.7. Keep the setting of Lemma 4.6. We haveÿ
P1,...,Pn
|Pi|ďH,Pią0
SPpxqθPpxq “ x2dHd`n M
n´2
ϕpMqn
ź
ℓ∤M
ℓďplog xq{2
γnpℓq `O
`
x2{3plog log xqnHd`n˘ .
Proof. Using (4.10) for k “ W immediately furnishes
F pxq “
´ x
M
`OMpx2{3q
¯
W dϕpW qn
ź
ℓ∤M,ℓďplog xq{2
γnpℓq.
Since the term inside the product is 1`Opℓ´2q, it is clear that the product over ℓ is On,Mp1q.
Thus Lemma 4.6 shows that the sum in our lemma has the required form up to an admissible
error term. 
4.4. The proof of Theorem 1.8.
Lemma 4.8. For all n P N we haveź
prime ℓ
ℓąplog xq{2
γnpℓq “ 1`O
ˆ
1
log x
˙
.
Proof. The bound p1 ` ψqn ď 1 ` ψn ` n2nψ2, valid for all 0 ă ψ ă 1 can be used for
ψ “ 1{pℓ´ 1q to show that
γnpℓq “ 1´ 1
ℓ
` 1
ℓ
ˆ
1` 1
ℓ´ 1
˙n
ď 1´ 1
ℓ
` 1
ℓ
ˆ
1` n
ℓ´ 1 `
n2n
pℓ´ 1q2
˙
,
therefore,
γnpℓq ď 1` n
ℓpℓ´ 1q `
n2n
ℓpℓ´ 1q2 ď 1`
n2n`1
ℓpℓ´ 1q .
In particular, log γnpℓq ď n2n`1ℓpℓ´1q . We obtain
log
¨
˝ ź
ℓąplog xq{2
γnpℓq
˛
‚ď ÿ
ℓąplog xq{2
n2n`1
ℓpℓ´ 1q ď n2
n`1
ÿ
kPN
kąplogxq{2
1
kpk ´ 1q .
The sum over k is telescopic, so it is at most 2{ log x. Exponentiating givesź
ℓąplog xq{2
γnpℓq ď exp
ˆ
n2n`2
log x
˙
“ 1`O
ˆ
1
log x
˙
,
which completes the proof. 
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Combining Lemma 4.8 with Lemma 4.2 yields
ÿ
PPpZrtsqn ,|P|ďH
degpPiq“di,Pią0
θPpxq2 ď x
2Mn´2
ϕpMqn 2
dHd`n
ź
ℓ∤M
ℓďplog xq{2
γnpℓq`O
ˆ
x2Hd`n
log x
` xplog xqnHd`nplogHqn
˙
.
Recall that A1, A2 are fixed constants with n ă A1 ă A2 and that x P pplogHqA1, plogHqA2s.
Then the last bound, together with Lemmas 4.5 and 4.7, shows that the right hand side
of (4.1) is ! x2Hd`nplog xq´1. Since Hd`n ! 7PolypHq, this concludes the proof of Theo-
rem 1.8.
4.5. The proof of Theorem 1.5. To study the numerator in the left hand side of (1.3) we
use Theorem 1.8 to see that for almost all Schinzel n-tuples P the prime counting function
θPpxq is closely approximated by SPpxqx.
Lemma 4.9. Let ε : RÑ p0,8q be a function. Fix any A1, A2 with n ă A1 ă A2. Then for
any x,H ě 2 such that plogHqA1 ă x ă plogHqA2 we have
7tP P PolypHq : P is Schinzel, |θPpxq ´SPpxqx| ď εpxqxu
7tP P PolypHq : P is Schinzelu “ 1`O
ˆ
1
εpxqplog xq1{2
˙
.
Proof. It is enough to show that
7tP P PolypHq : P is Schinzel, |θPpxq ´SPpxqx| ą εpxqxu
7tP P PolypHq : P is Schinzelu !
1
εpxqplog xq1{2 . (4.11)
If |θPpxq´SPpxqx| ą εpxqx then |θPpxq´SPpxqx|εpxq´1x´1 exceeds 1 and if not, it exceeds
0. Thus, the left hand side of (4.11) is at most
1
7tP P PolypHq : P is Schinzelu
ÿ
PPPolypHq
P is Schinzel
|θPpxq ´SPpxqx|
εpxqx .
Using Theorem 1.8 we see that this is
! 7PolypHq7tP P PolypHq : P is Schinzeluεpxq
´1plog xq´1{2.
An application of Proposition 2.8 concludes the proof. 
We next show that if P is Schinzel, then SPpxq stays at a safe distance from zero. Thus,
SPpxq may be thought of as a ‘detector’ of Schinzel n-tuples.
Lemma 4.10. Let P be a Schinzel n-tuple such that
śn
i“1 Pipn0q and M are coprime. Then
there exists a positive constant β0 “ β0pn, n0,M, d1, . . . , dnq such that for all sufficiently large
x we have SPpxq ą β0plog log xqn´d.
Proof. Our assumption implies that
SPpxq "
ź
ℓ prime, ℓ∤M
ℓďd
1´ ℓ´1ZP1...Pnpℓq
p1´ ℓ´1qn
ź
ℓ prime, ℓ∤M
dăℓď 1
2
log x
1´ ℓ´1ZP1...Pnpℓq
p1´ ℓ´1qn .
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To deal with the product over ℓ ď d, we note that ZP1...Pnpℓq ‰ ℓ gives ZP1...Pnpℓq ď ℓ´ 1. In
particular, ź
ℓ prime, ℓ∤M
ℓďd
1´ ℓ´1ZP1...Pnpℓq
p1´ ℓ´1qn ě
ź
ℓ prime, ℓ∤M
ℓďd
ℓ´1
p1´ ℓ´1qn " 1.
To deal with the product over ℓ ą d we observe that ZP1...Pnpℓq ‰ ℓ implies that P1 . . . Pn is
not identically zero in Fℓ, thus, ZP1...Pnpℓq ď d. This shows thatź
ℓ prime, ℓ∤M
dăℓď 1
2
log x
1´ ℓ´1ZP1...Pnpℓq
p1´ ℓ´1qn ě
ź
ℓ prime, ℓ∤M
dăℓď 1
2
log x
1´ dℓ´1
p1´ ℓ´1qn "
ź
ℓď 1
2
log x
1´ dℓ´1
p1´ ℓ´1qn .
Using the approximation p1´ dψqp1´ ψq´n " p1´ ψqd´n, valid in the range 0 ă ψ ă 1, we
obtain ź
ℓď 1
2
log x
1´ dℓ´1
p1´ ℓ´1qn "
ź
ℓď 1
2
log x
`
1´ ℓ´1˘d´n " 1plog log xqn´d ,
where a use of Mertens’s estimate has been made. 
End of proof of Theorem 1.5. Take A1 “ n ` A{2, A2 “ n` 3A{4 and let x,H, εpxq be
as in Lemma 4.9. By Lemma 4.10, |θPpxq ´SPpxqx| ď εpxqx implies
θPpxq ě SPpxqx´ εpxqx ě β0plog log xqn´dx´ εpxqx.
Hence Lemma 4.9 gives
7tP P PolypHq : P is Schinzel, θPpxq ě pβ0plog log xqn´d ´ εpxqqxu
7tP P PolypHq : P is Schinzelu “ 1`O
ˆ
1
εpxqplog xq1{2
˙
The choice εpxq “ 1
2
β0plog log xqn´d gives
7tP P PolypHq : P is Schinzel, θPpxq ě β02 plog log xqn´dxu
7tP P PolypHq : P is Schinzelu “ 1`O
ˆplog log xqd´n?
log x
˙
.
Since plogHqA1 ă x ď plogHqA2, the error term is ! plog log logHqd´nplog logHq´1{2. Not-
ing that for all sufficiently large x we have β0
2
plog log xqn´d ą plog log log xq´1 gives
7
!
P P PolypHq : P is Schinzel, θPpxq ě xlog log log x
)
7tP P PolypHq : P is Schinzelu “ 1`O
ˆplog log logHqd´n?
log logH
˙
. (4.12)
It remains to find a lower bound for 7Sn`ApPq. Observing that for 100% of n-tuples P with
|P| ď H one has |P| ą H1{2, we see that x ď plogHqA2 ! plog |P|qA2 ď plog |P|qn`A, hence,
θPpxq “
ÿ
mPNXr1,xs,m”n0pmod Mq
Pipmq prime for i“1,...,n
nź
i“1
logPipmq ď 7Sn`ApPq
nź
i“1
logppdi ` 1qHxdiq
due to m ď x and |P| ď H . From x ď plogHqA2 we obtain θPpxq ! 7Sn`ApPqplogHqn.
Using this in conjunction with x ě plogHqA1 yields
plogHqA1plog log log logHq´1 ! xplog log log xq´1 ď θPpxq ! 7Sn`ApPqplogHqn.
Together with |P| ą H1{2, this gives 7Sn`ApPq ě plog |P|qA{3. 
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5. Random Chaˆtelet varieties
5.1. Irreducible polynomials. Let K be a finite field extension of Q of degree r “ rK : Qs.
Let NK{Q : K Ñ Q be the norm. Choose a Z-basis ω1, . . . , ωr of the ring of integers OK Ă K.
For z “ pz1, . . . , zrq we define a norm form
NK{Qpzq “ NK{Qpz1ω1 ` . . .` zrωrq.
For a positive integer d consider the affine Z-space Ad`2Z “ A1Z ˆ Ad`1Z , where Ad`1Z “
SpecpZrx0, . . . , xdsq and A1Z “ SpecpZrtsq. Let V be the open subscheme of Ad`2Z given by
P pt,xq :“ xdtd ` xd´1td´1 ` . . .` x1t ` x0 ‰ 0,
where x “ px0, . . . , xdq. Let U be the affine scheme given by
P pt,xq “ NK{Qpzq ‰ 0,
and let f : U Ñ V be the natural morphism. Note that UQ is smooth over VQ with
geometrically integral fibres. Let g : U Ñ A1Z be the projection to the variable t, and let
h : U Ñ Ad`1Z be the projection to the variable x.
For a ring R and a point m “ pm0, . . . , mdq P Rd`1 of Ad`1Z define Um “ h´1pmq. Then
g : Um Ñ A1RztP pt,mq “ 0u is a morphism given by coordinate t. For n P R we define
Un,m “ f´1pn,mq.
For a prime p, a point pn,mq P Zd`2p belongs to V pZpq if and only if P pn,mq P Z˚p .
Similarly, UpZpq in Zd`2p ˆ pOK b Zpq is given by P pn,mq “ NK{Qpzq P Z˚p .
Lemma 5.1. Let S be the set of primes where K{Q is ramified. Then for any p R S and
any pn,mq P V pZpq the fibre Un,m has a Zp-point.
Proof. This follows from the fact that for any finite unramified extension Qp Ă Kv any
element of Z˚p is the norm of an integer in Kv, see [8, Ch. 1, §7]. 
Lemma 5.2. Let p be a prime and let N P UpQpq. There is a positive integer M such that
if n P Qp and m P pQpqd`1 satisfy
max
`|n ´ gpNq|p, |m´ hpNq|p˘ ď p´M ,
then Un,mpQpq ‰ ∅.
Proof. We note that UQ is smooth, so every Qp-point of UQ has an open neighbourhood U
homeomorphic to an open p-adic ball. Since f : UQ Ñ VQ, VQ Ñ A1Q and VQ Ñ Ad`1Q are
smooth morphisms, g and h are also smooth. This implies that the maps of topological
spaces g : UpQpq Ñ Qp and h : UpQpq Ñ pQpqd`1 are open, cf. [15, §4]. Thus there exist
open p-adic balls U1 Ă Qp with centre gpNq and U2 Ă pQpqd`1 with centre hpNq such that
U1 ˆU2 Ă fpU q. 
Theorem 5.3. Let P be the set of m P Zd`1 such that P pt,mq is a Bouniakowsky polyno-
mial. Let K be a cyclic extension of Q and let S be the set of primes where K{Q is ramified.
Let M be the set of m P P such that UmpZpq ‰ ∅ for each p P S. Then there is a subset
M 1 Ă M of density 1 such that UmpQq ‰ ∅ for every m P M 1.
Remark 5.4. (1) The Bouniakowsky condition at p R S implies that UmpZpq ‰ ∅. Indeed,
for m P P the reduction of P pt,mq modulo p is a non-zero function Fp Ñ Fp. Hence we
can find a tp P Zp such that P ptp,mq P Z˚p and apply Lemma 5.1. Likewise, the positivity
of the leading term of P pt,mq, which is the ‘Bouniakowsky condition at infinity’, implies
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that Um has real points over large real values of t. Thus in our setting the condition that
UmpZpq ‰ ∅ for each p P S implies that Um is everywhere locally soluble.
(2) The existence of a subset M 1 Ă M of density 1 can be linked to the triviality of the
unramified Brauer group of Um when K{Q is cyclic and P pt,mq is an irreducible polynomial,
as follows from [14, Cor. 2.6 (c)], see also [32, Prop. 2.2 (b), (d)].
Proof. Since Z˚p is closed in Zp and P pt,xq is a continuous function, V pZpq is closed in Zd`2p ,
hence compact. For the same reason UpZpq is compact, thus hpUpZpqq is compact as a
continuous image of a compact set. Therefore,
ś
pPS hpUpZpqq is compact.
Take any pNpq P
ś
pPS UpZpq. For each p P S there is a positive integer Mp such that
the p-adic ball BNp Ă Zd`1p of radius p´Mp around hpNpq satisfies the conclusion of Lemma
5.2. Thus the open sets
ś
pPS BNp , where pNpq P
ś
pPS UpZpq, cover
ś
pPS hpUpZpqq. By
compactness, there exist finitely many points pN piqp q P śpPS UpZpq, i “ 1, . . . , n, such that
the corresponding open sets cover
ś
pPS hpUpZpqq.
It follows that M “ Yni“1Mi, where Mi “ M X
ś
pPS BNpiqp for all i. Thus it is enough to
prove that for 100% of m P Mi we have UmpQq ‰ ∅.
In the rest of proof we write M “ Mi and Np “ N piqp , where p P S. Write np “ gpNpq
and mp “ hpNpq, where p P S. Note that P pnp,mpq P Z˚p for each p P S. Write M “ś
pPS p
Mp. By the Chinese remainder theorem we can find n0 P Z and m0 P Zd`1 such that
n0 ” np pmod pMpq and m0 ” mp pmod pMpq for each p P S. Our new set M consists of all
m P P such that m ” m0 pmodMq. Since P pnp,mpq P Z˚p for each p P S, we obtain that
P pn0,m0q is coprime to M .
Thus we can apply Theorem 1.2 to our n0, M , with Qptq “ P pt,m0q. It gives that for
100% of m P M one can choose n ” n0 pmodMq such that P pn,mq is a prime. Call this
prime q.
We claim that for any place v of Q we have Un,mpQvq ‰ ∅.
(1) If Qv “ R, this is true because P pt,mq has positive leading coefficient and any positive
real number is a norm for any finite extension.
(2) If p P S this follows from Lemma 5.2.
(3) If p R S, p ‰ q, then P pn,mq “ q P Z˚p , hence pn,mq P V pZpq, so it is enough to apply
Lemma 5.1.
(4) For p “ q this follows by a global reciprocity argument. Let r “ rK : Qs and let
χ : GalpQ{Qq Ñ Z{r
be a character with kernel GalpQ{Kq. The degree r cyclic algebra over Q defined by χ and
the class of q in Q˚{Q˚r give rise to an element in BrpQqrrs which we denote by pχ, qq. From
(1), (2), (3) we see that the local invariant of pχ, qq vanishes at every place of Q except,
perhaps, q. But by global reciprocity the local invariant at q is also trivial. This proves our
claim.
It follows from the Albert–Brauer–Hasse–Noether theorem that the Brauer class pχ, qq is
zero, hence P pn,mq “ q is a global norm for K{Q. Thus Un,mpQq ‰ ∅. 
Remark 5.5. It is not clear to us if Un,mpZq ‰ ∅.
Example 5.6. Let K “ Qp?´1q. Then S “ t2u. Fix a positive integer m ě 2. Let
s “ |pZ{2mq˚| “ 2m´1. Consider
P ptq “ 3` p2m ´ 3qts ` 2m`2Qptq, where Qptq P Zrts.
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If n P Z is even, then P pnq ” 3 pmod4q so P pnq is not a sum of two squares in Q2. If n is
odd, then ns ” 1 pmod2mq, hence P pnq is divisible by 2m. Since P p1q “ 2mp1` 4kq is a sum
of two squares in Z2, our equation x
2`y2 “ P ptq is solvable in Z, but for any 2-adic solution
the 2-adic valuation of the right hand side is divisible by 2m.
This example shows that the condition UmpZ2q ‰ ∅ is not satisfied for m in a subset
of Zd`1 of positive density, while UmpQ2q ‰ ∅. We now show that this condition is also
satisfied for m in a subset of Zd`1 of positive density.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Consider the set of Bouniakowsky polynomials satisfying the
additional condition on m P Zd`1, namely, that the constant term m0 of P pt,mq is an r-th
power in Z˚p , for each p P S, where r “ rK : Qs. For this it is enough to take m0 congruent
to 1 modulo a sufficiently high power of every prime in S. This is a subset of Zd`1 of positive
density by Proposition 2.8. Then P p0,mq P Z˚rp Ă NK{QppOK b Zpq˚q, so UmpZpq ‰ ∅ for
all p P S. For 100 % of elements m of our set we have UmpQq ‰ ∅ by Theorem 5.3. 
Let us now give a simpler version of Theorem 5.3 applicable to some non-cyclic abelian
extensions K{Q. Let Kp1q be the Hilbert class field of K and let Kp`q be the extended
Hilbert class field of K, see [25, p. 241] (it is also called the strict Hilbert class field [9, Def.
15.32]). By definition, Kp`q is the ray class field whose modulus is the union of all real places
of K. Thus K` is a maximal abelian extension of K unramified at all the finite places of K,
so that Kp1q Ă Kp`q. By class field theory a prime p of K splits in K` if and only if p “ pxq
is a principal prime ideal with a totally positive generator x P K.
Theorem 5.7. Let d be a positive integer. Let K be a finite abelian extension of Q such that
Kp`q is abelian over Q. Then for a positive proportion of polynomials P ptq P Zrts of degree
d the affine variety given by (1.1) has a Q-point.
Proof. Since Kp`q is abelian over Q, by the Kronecker–Weber theorem there is a positive
integer M such that Kp`q Ă QpζMq. Thus if a prime number p is 1 pmodMq then p splits in
Kp`q. This implies that p splits in K so that every prime p of K over p has norm p; moreover,
p splits in Kp`q and so p “ pxq where x P OK is totally positive. Then the ideal ppq Ă Z is
the norm of the ideal pxq Ă OK , hence ppq “ pNK{Qpxqq. Since x is totally positive, we have
NK{Qpxq ą 0, so p “ NK{Qpxq.
A positive proportion of polynomials of degree d are Bouniakowsky polynomials, and a
positive proportion of these are congruent to the constant polynomial Qptq “ 1 modulo
M , by Proposition 2.8. Taking n0 “ 0 in Theorem 1.2 we see that for 100 % of such
polynomials P ptq there is an integer m such that P pmq is a prime number p ” 1 pmodMq.
Then p “ NK{Qpxq for some x P OK . 
IfK is a totally imaginary abelian extension ofQ of class number 1, then K “ Kp1q “ Kp`q
so that Theorem 5.7 can be applied. For example, this holds for K “ Qp?´1,?2q, which
is one of 47 biquadratic extensions of Q with class number 1, see [5]. If K is an imaginary
quadratic field, thenKp1q is abelian over Q if and only if the class group ofK is an elementary
2-group [25, Cor. VI.3.4].
5.2. Reducible polynomials. Let d1, . . . , dn be positive integers. In this section we let U
be the affine Z-scheme given by
nź
i“1
Pipt,xiq “ NK{Qpzq ‰ 0, (5.1)
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where xi “ pxi,0, . . . , xi,diq and
Pipt,xiq “ xi,ditdi ` xi,di´1tdi´1 ` . . .` xi,1t` xi,0, i “ 1, . . . , n.
Write d “ d1 ` . . . ` dn and x “ px1, . . . ,xnq. Consider the affine space Ad`n`1Z with
coordinates t and xij for all pairs pi, jq, where 1 ď i ď n and 0 ď j ď di. Define V as the
open subscheme of Ad`n`1Z given by
śn
i“1 Pipt,xiq ‰ 0. The morphism f : U Ñ V is the
product of the morphism g (the projection to t) and the morphisms hi (the projection to
xi), for i “ 1, . . . , n.
Theorem 5.8. Let K be a cyclic extension of Q of degree r “ rK : Qs with character
χ : GalpQ{Qq ÝÑ Z{r.
Let S be the set of primes where K{Q ramifies. Let P be the set ofm “ pm1, . . . ,mnq P Zd`n
such that P1pt,m1q, . . . , Pnpt,mnq is a Schinzel n-tuple. Let M Ă P be the subset whose
elements m satisfy the following condition:
for each p P S there is a point ptp, zpq P UmpZpq such that for each i “ 1, . . . , n we haveÿ
pPS
invppχ, Piptp,miqq “ 0. (5.2)
Then there is a subset M 1 Ă M of density 1 such that UmpQq ‰ ∅ for every m P M 1.
Remark 5.9. (1) For n “ 1 the displayed condition is automatically satisfied, so we recover
Theorem 5.3 as a particular case of Theorem 5.8.
(2) Since each Pipt,miq is a Bouniakowsky polynomial, for each p R S we can find a
tp P Zp such that Piptp,miq P Z˚p and hence invppχ, Piptp,miqq “ 0. Taking the product over
i “ 1, . . . , n we see that Um has a Zp-point over tp. Similarly, Pipt,miq takes positive real
values when t0 P R is large, so invRpχ, Pipt0,miqq “ 0. Then Um has a real point over t0.
Thus (5.2) implies that Um has Zp-points ptp, zpq for all p and a real point pt0, z0q such thatÿ
p
invppχ, Piptp,miqq “ 0,
where the product is over all places of Q, including the real place. This implies that the
Brauer–Manin condition attached to the Azumaya algebra pχ, Pipt,miqq is satisfied.
(3) Since K{Q is cyclic, from [14, Cor. 2.6 (c)] we know that the unramified Brauer group
of Um is vertical, hence is contained in the group generated by BrpQq and the cyclic algebras
pχ, Pipt,miqq, for i “ 1, . . . , n.
Proof. We follow the proof of Theorem 5.3 with necessary adjustments. The analogue of
Lemma 5.2 says that for p P S and Np P UpQpq there is a positive integer Mp such that if
n P Qp and m P pQpqd`n satisfy
max
`|n´ gpNpq|p, |mi ´ hipNpq|p˘ ď p´Mp, for i “ 1, . . . , n, (5.3)
then invppχ, Pipn,miqq is constant and equal to invppχ, PipgpNpq, hipNpqqq. This implies
invppχ,
nź
i“1
Pipn,miqq “
nÿ
i“1
invppχ, Pipn,miqq “ invppχ,
nź
i“1
PipgpNpq, hipNpqqq “ 0, (5.4)
in particular, Un,mpQpq ‰ ∅.
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Let Z ĂśpPS UpZpq be the subset consisting of the points pNpq subject to the conditionÿ
pPS
invppχ, PipgpNpq, hipNpqqq “ 0, for i “ 1, . . . , n. (5.5)
The left hand side of (5.5), for a fixed i, takes values in Z{r and each level set is open,
hence also closed. We know that
ś
pPS UpZpq is compact, hence Z is compact. Thus fpZq
is compact, so fpZq can be covered by finitely many open subsets given by congruence
conditions on n and m as in (5.3) such that (5.5) holds.
The condition (5.2) in the theorem implies that M Ă hpZq. As a consequence, we represent
M as a finite union of subsets given by the additional conditions m ” m0 pmodMq, where
m0 P Zd`n and M “
ś
pPSMp. An application of the Chinese remainder theorem ensures
the existence of n0 P Z with p
śn
i“1 Pipn0,m0,iq,Mq “ 1 such that the following holds: if
n ” n0 pmodMq, then for all m in our subset of M we haveÿ
pPS
invppχ, Pipn,miqq “ 0, for i “ 1, . . . , n, (5.6)
and
nÿ
i“1
invppχ, Pipn,miqq “ 0, for v P S, (5.7)
which follow from (5.5) and (5.4), respectively. It is enough to prove that for 100% of m in
this subset we have UmpQq ‰ ∅.
We apply Theorem 1.2 to our n0 and M , with Qiptq “ Pipt,m0,iq. It gives that for 100%
of m there is an integer n ” n0 pmodMq such that each Pipn,miq is a prime. Call this prime
qi. We have
invppχ, qiq “ invppχ, Pipn,miqq “ 0
for every prime p R S Y tqiu and also for the real place. The real condition trivially holds
since qi ą 0. A prime p R SYtqiu does not divide qi and is unramified in K, so the condition
holds for such p. Therefore, by global reciprocity we have
invqipχ, qiq “ ´
ÿ
p‰qi
invppχ, qiq “ ´
ÿ
pPS
invppχ, qiq “ 0, for i “ 1, . . . , n,
where the last equality follows from (5.6).
We claim that
invppχ, q1 . . . qnq “ 0
for every prime p (and also for the real place). This is clear for p R S Y tq1, . . . , qnu and for
the real place, but this is also clear for p “ qi since invqipχ, qiq “ 0. Using (5.7) we obtain
the vanishing for p P S, thus proving the claim.
The class pχ, q1 . . . qnq P BrpQqrrs has all local invariants equal to 0, so this class is zero
by the Albert–Brauer–Hasse–Noether theorem. Thus
śn
i“1 P pn,miq “ q1 . . . qn is a global
norm, so Un,mpQq ‰ ∅. 
Remark 5.10. For a positive proportion of n-tuples of polynomials P1ptq, . . . , Pnptq of de-
grees d1, . . . , dn, the affine variety given by (5.1) has a Q-point. This is proved by applying
an argument similar to that in the proof of Theorem 1.3 to each polynomial Piptq.
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6. Random conic bundles
A classification of Enriques–Manin–Iskovskikh [23, Thm. 1] states that smooth projective
geometrically rational surfaces over a field, up to birational equivalence, fall into finitely
many exceptional families (del Pezzo surfaces of degree 1 ď d ď 9) and infinitely many
families of conic bundles X Ñ P1k. The generic fibre of a conic bundle over Q is a projective
conic over the field Qptq which can be described as the zero set of a diagonal quadratic form
of rank 3. We consider the equation
a1
n1ź
j“1
P1,jptq x2 ` a2
n2ź
k“1
P2,kptq y2 ` a3
n3ź
l“1
P3,lptq z2 “ 0, (6.1)
where a1, a2, a3 are fixed non-zero integers and Pij P Zrts is a polynomial of fixed degree dij,
for i “ 1, 2, 3 and j “ 1, . . . , ni, where n1 ą 0, n2 ą 0 and n3 ě 0. Let d “
ř
i,j dij. We
write mij P Zdij`1 for the coefficients of the polynomial Pijptq P Zrts of degree dij, and write
m “ pmijq P Zd`n. Let Um Ă P2Z ˆ A1Z be the surface given by the equation (6.1) together
with the condition
ś
i,j Pijpt,mijq ‰ 0. The proof of the following theorem is given in §6.3.
Theorem 6.1. Let n1, n2, n3 be integers such that n1 ą 0, n2 ą 0, and n3 ě 0, and let
n “ n1 ` n2 ` n3. Let a1, a2, a3 be non-zero integers not all of the same sign and such
that a1a2a3 is square-free. Let S be the set of prime factors of 2a1a2a3. Let dij be natural
numbers, for i “ 1, 2, 3 and j “ 1, . . . , ni. Let P be the set of m “ pmijq P Zd`n such that
the n-tuple pPijpt,mijqq is Schinzel. Let M be the set of m P P such that UmpZpq ‰ ∅ for
each p P S. Then there is a subset M 1 Ă M of density 1 such that UmpQq ‰ ∅ for every
m P M 1.
Remark 6.2. Let x “ pxijq, for i “ 1, 2, 3 and j “ 1, . . . , ni, be independent variables. The
absence of extra conditions like (5.2) in Theorem 6.1 reflects the fact that for the generic
polynomials pPijpt,xijqq the unramified Brauer group over Qpxq of the conic bundle (6.1) is
trivial. This standard calculation, which runs parallel to the arguments in the end of proof
of Proposition 6.8, is not used in this paper and is omitted.
Corollary 6.3. Let n1, n2, n3 be integers such that n1 ą 0, n2 ą 0, and n3 ě 0, and let
n “ n1`n2`n3. Let a1, a2, a3 be non-zero integers. Let dij be natural numbers, for i “ 1, 2, 3
and j “ 1, . . . , ni. For a positive proportion of n-tuples pPijq P pZrtsqn with deg Pij “ dij,
ordered by height, we have UmpQq ‰ ∅.
This corollary is proved in §6.4.
6.1. Correlations between prime values of polynomials and quadratic characters.
When a and b are integers such that b ą 0 we write `a
b
˘
for the Legendre–Jacobi quadratic
symbol. We allow b to be even, so that
`
a
2
˘
is 0 or 1 when a is even and odd, repectively.
A new analytic input in this section is the following result of Heath-Brown.
Lemma 6.4 (Heath-Brown). Let pakqkPN and pblqlPN be sequences of complex numbers such
that ak “ 0 for k ą K and bl “ 0 for l ą L. Then for any ε ą 0 we haveÿ
primes k,l
akbl
ˆ
k
l
˙
!ε maxt|ak|umaxt|bl|u
´
pKLq1`ε pmintK,Luq´1{2 `K
¯
,
where the implied constant depends only on ε.
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Proof. We write the sum asÿ
k,lPN
l odd
pak1primespkqq pbl1primesplqq
ˆ
k
l
˙
´
ÿ
k prime
akb2
ˆ
k
2
˙
.
By [21, Cor. 4] the first sum is
! maxt|ak|umaxt|bl|upKLq1`ε pmintK,Luq´1{2 .
The second sum is trivially bounded by maxt|ak|u|b2|K, which is enough. 
The following definition introduces a class of character sums to which Heath-Brown’s
estimate will be applied.
Definition 6.5. Let n ě 2. Let F1,F2,G be functions
F1,F2 : Z
n´1 Ñ tz P C : |z| ď 1u, G : Zn´2 Ñ tz P C : |z| ď 1u,
where G is the constant function 1 when n “ 2. Let P “ pPiq P pZrtsqn be an n-tuple such
that each Pi has positive leading coefficient. For any integers h ‰ k such that 1 ď h, k ď n
and any n0 P N, M P N, we define
ηPpx; h, kq:“
ÿ
mPNXr1,xs
m”n0pmod Mq
Pipmq prime, i“1,...,n
˜
nź
i“1
logPipmq
¸ˆ
Phpmq
Pkpmq
˙
F1pPapmqa‰kqF2pPbpmqb‰hqG pPcpmqc‰h
c‰k
q,
where the functions F1, F2, G are applied to P1pmq, . . . , Pnpmq where Pkpmq omitted in
F1, Phpmq is omitted in F2, and Phpmq and Pkpmq are omitted in G .
Our work in previous sections shows that θPpxq is typically of size x. We now prove that
for 100% of P P pZrtsqn one has ηPpx; h, kq “ Opxδq for some constant δ ă 1.
Proposition 6.6. Let n, d1, . . . , dn,M be positive integers and F1,F2,G , h, k be as in Def-
inition 6.5. Let n0 P N and Q P pZrtsqn. Fix arbitrary A1, A2 P R with n ă A1 ă A2. Then
for all H ě 3 and all x ě 3 with plogHqA1 ă x ď plogHqA2 we have
1
7PolypHq
ÿ
PPPolypHq
|ηPpx; h, kq| ! x
1
2
` n
2A1 ,
where the implied constant depends only on d1, . . . , dn,M, n0,Q, A1, A2.
Proof. By the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality it is enough to prove
1
7PolypHq
ÿ
PPPolypHq
ηPpx; h, kq2 ! x1`
n
A1 . (6.2)
With no loss of generality we assume that h “ 1, k “ 2 and write ηPpxq for ηPpx; 1, 2q.
Opening ηPpxq2 and changing the order of summation we obtain
ηPpxq2 “
ÿ
m1,m2PNXr1,xs
m1,m2”n0pmod Mq
ÿ
PPPolypHq
Pipmjq prime for i“1,...,n,j“1,2
ˆ
P1pm1q
P2pm1q
˙ˆ
P1pm2q
P2pm2q
˙¨˚˝ ź
1ďiďn
j“1,2
logPipmjq
˛
‹‚ˆ
ˆF1pPipm1qi‰2qF2pPipm1qi‰1qG pPipm1qiRt1,2uqˆ
ˆF1pPipm2qi‰2qF2pPipm2qi‰1qG pPipm2qiRt1,2uq.
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Ignoring the congruence conditions modulo M and using |Fi|, |G | ď 1 we see that the
modulus of the contribution of the diagonal terms m1 “ m2 is at most
ÿ
1ďm1ďx
nź
i“1
ÿ
|Pi|ďH,Pią0
Λ2pPipm1qq,
which is ! xHd`nplogHqn as in the proof of Lemma 4.1. We will show that the same upper
bound holds for the modulus of the remaining sum. This will be sufficient because
xHd`nplogHqn “ xHd`npplogHqA1qn{A1 ď xHd`nxn{A1 ! 7PolypHqx1`n{A1 .
To study the remaining terms we introduce the variables
k1 :“ P1pm1q, k2 :“ P2pm1q and t1 :“ P1pm2q, t2 :“ P2pm2q
and sum over all values of ti, ki. We then bound the modulus of the remaining sum by
Ξ :“
ÿ
t1,t2PN
1ďm1‰m2ďx
plog t1qplog t2q
ÿ
P3,...,PnPZrts
@i:Pią0,degpPiq“di,|Pi|ďH
˜
nź
i“3
plogPipm1qqplogPipm2qq
¸
ˆ
ˆ
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ÿ
k1,k2 primes
ˆ
k1
k2
˙
F1pk1, t1qF2pk2, t2q
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ,
where for i “ 1, 2 we let
Fipki, tiq :“ plog kiqNpki, tiqFipki, pPjpm1qqjRt1,2uqFipti, pPjpm2qqjRt1,2uq,
and denote by Npki, tiq the number
7tPi P Zrts : Pi ą 0, degpPiq “ di, |Pi| ď H,Pi ” Qi pmod Mq , Pipm1q “ ki, Pipm2q “ tiu.
The conditions Pipm1q “ ki, Pipm2q “ ti define an affine subspace of codimension 2 in the
vector space of polynomials of degree di, hence Npki, tiq ! Hdi´1. This gives the estimate
Fipki, tiq ! plogHqHdi´1 with an implied constant depending only on n and di. Since
|Pipm1q| ď p1 ` diqHxdi , we have Npki, tiq “ 0 unless ti, ki ď p1` diqHxdi , so we can apply
Lemma 6.4 with K “ p1` d1qHxd1 and L “ p1` d2qHxd2 . Hence the sum over k1, k2 in the
definition of Ξ is ! Hd1`d2´1{2`ε, where we used that x ď plogHqA2 ! Hε. Therefore,
Ξ ! Hd1`d2´1{2`ε
ÿ
t1ďK,t2ďL
1ďm1‰m2ďx
plog t1qplog t2q
ÿ
P3,...,PnPZrts
@i:Pią0,degpPiq“di,|Pi|ďH
˜
nź
i“3
plogPipm1qqplogPipm2qq
¸
.
The number of terms in the sum over the Pi is ! Hd`n´d1´d2´2 and they are all OpHεq. The
sum over t1, t2, m1, m2 is ! KLx2plogKqplogLq !ε H2`ε for all ε ą 0. This proves that
Ξ ! Hd`n´1{2`3ε ! xHd`nplogHqn,
which immediately implies (6.2). 
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6.2. Indicator functions of solvable conics. Suppose that for each i “ 1, 2, 3 we are
given a set of primes pij , where j “ 1, . . . , ni. (If ni “ 0, then the corresponding set of
primes is empty.) For k P N write rks “ t1, . . . , ku. We write Si for a subset of rnis. Define
πpSiq “
ś
jPSi
pij and abbreviate πprnisq to πi. We denote by Sci “ rniszSi the complement
to Si in rnis.
For non-zero integers a1, a2, a3 define
Q “ 2´n
˜
2`
ÿ
*
S1,S2,S3
ˆ´a2a3π2π3
πpS1q
˙ˆ´a1a3π1π3
πpS2q
˙ˆ´a1a2π1π2
πpS3q
˙¸
,
where the sum is over all subsets Si Ă rnis, i “ 1, 2, 3, such that pS1, S2, S3q ‰ p∅,∅,∅q and
pS1, S2, S3q ‰ prn1s, rn2s, rn3sq.
Lemma 6.7. Let n1, n2, n3 be integers such that n1 ą 0, n2 ą 0, n3 ě 0. Let a1, a2, a3 be
non-zero integers such that a1a2a3 is square-free. Let C be the conic given by
a1π1x
2 ` a2π2y2 ` a3π3z2 “ 0, (6.3)
where πi “
śni
j“1 pij for i “ 1, 2, 3, and pi,1, . . . , pi,ni are primes. Then we have the following
statements.
(i) There exist νij P Z coprime to 2a1a2a3, for i “ 1, 2, 3 and j “ 1, . . . , ni, such that
for all pairwise distinct primes pij ” νij pmod 8a1a2a3q the conic C has a Qp-point for all
p|2a1a2a3.
(ii) Assume that a1, a2, a3 are not all of the same sign. Suppose that pij, for i “ 1, 2, 3
and j “ 1, . . . , ni, are pairwise distinct primes such that C has a Qp-point for all p|2a1a2a3.
Then CpQq ‰ ∅ if and only if Q “ 1, otherwise Q “ 0.
Proof. (i) Take νij “ 1 for all pairs pi, jq except p1, 1q and p2, 1q, and choose ν1,1 and ν2,1
such that
ν1,1 ” 1 pmod a1q, ´a1a3ν1,1 ” 1 pmod a2q, ´a1a2ν1,1 ” 1 pmod a3q, ν1,1 ” ν pmod8q,
´a2a3ν2,1 ” 1 pmod a1q, ν2,1 ” 1 pmod a2q, ν2,1 ” 1 pmod a3q, ν2,1 ” µ pmod8q,
where µ and ν are odd integers to be specified later. Since a1a2a3 is square-free by assump-
tion, these systems of congruences are soluble in Z. Then all the νij are coprime to M and
CpQpq ‰ ∅ for every odd prime p dividing a1a2a3. We have CpQ2q ‰ ∅ if and only if the
following Hilbert symbol is 1:
p´a1a3ν,´a2a3µq2 “ p´a1a3,´a2a3q2pν,´a2a3q2pµ,´a1a3q2pν, µq2.
We can choose odd integers µ and ν to make this expression equal 1. If p´a1a3,´a2a3q2 “ 1
take µ “ ν “ 1. Now assume p´a1a3,´a2a3q2 “ ´1. If ´a1a3 is even, take µ “ 5,
ν “ 1. If ´a2a3 is even, take µ “ 1, ν “ 5. In the remaining case when a1a2a3 is odd,
p´a1a3,´a2a3q2 “ ´1 implies that ´a1a3 is 3 or ´1 modulo 8. Then take µ “ ´1, ν “ 1.
Using the well known properties of the Hilbert symbol at 2, see [30, Ch. III, §1], we check
that in all cases we have CpQ2q ‰ ∅.
(ii) The condition concerning the signs of the ai guarantees that CpRq ‰ ∅. Therefore,
CpQq ‰ ∅ if and only if for every i, j we haveˆ´ai1ai2πi1πi2
pij
˙
“ 1,
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where ti, i1, i2u “ t1, 2, 3u. Thus the following function equals 1 when CpQq ‰ ∅, and equals
0 when CpQq “ ∅:
2´n
3ź
i“1
niź
j“1
ˆ
1`
ˆ´ai1ai2πi1πi2
pij
˙˙
“
ÿ
S1,S2,S3
ˆ´a2a3π2π3
πpS1q
˙ˆ´a1a3π1π3
πpS2q
˙ˆ´a1a2π1π2
πpS3q
˙
,
where the sum is over all subsets Si Ă t1, . . . , niu, i “ 1, 2, 3. We separate the term 1
corresponding to the case when Si “ ∅ for i “ 1, 2, 3. The term corresponding to the case
when Si “ rnis for i “ 1, 2, 3 isˆ´a2a3π2π3
π1
˙ˆ´a1a3π1π3
π2
˙ˆ´a1a2π1π2
π3
˙
.
This equals p´1qr, where r is the number of pairs pi, jq such that CpQpij q “ ∅. Since C is
locally soluble everywhere except, perhaps, at the primes pij, the product formula for the
Hilbert symbol implies that r is even. Hence the above term is 1. 
Proposition 6.8. Let n1, n2, n3 be integers such that n1 ą 0, n2 ą 0, n3 ě 0. Let a1, a2, a3
be non-zero integers not all of the same sign and such that a1a2a3 is square-free. Let M be a
multiple of 8a1a2a3. Let νij be integers coprime to M such that for all pairwise distinct primes
pij ” νij pmodMq the conic p6.3q has a Qp-point, for any p|M . Let n0 be an integer. Then
for 100% of Schinzel n-tuples P ” Q pmodMq, ordered by height, where Qij is the constant
polynomial νij, there exists a natural number m ” n0 pmodMq such that each Pijpmq is a
prime and and the conic (6.1) has a Q-point.
Proof. For P P pZrtsqn such that Pij ” Qij pmod Mq define the following counting function
CPpxq :“
ÿ
mPNXr1,xs
m”n0pmod Mq
Pijpmq prime for all i,j
˜
3ź
i“1
niź
j“1
logPijpmq
¸
1pmq,
where 1 is the indicator function of those m for which (6.1) has a Q-point for t “ m. By
Lemma 6.7 (ii) we have
CPpxq “ 1
2n´1
θPpxq ` 1
2n
ÿ
*
S1, S2, S3
TS,Ppxq `Op1q, (6.4)
where
ř
* is the sum over subsets Si Ă rnis, i “ 1, 2, 3, such that at least one of them is
non-empty and at least one complement Sci “ rniszSi is non-empty. Here Op1q comes from
those m with Pipmq “ Pjpmq for some i ‰ j, S “ pS1, S2, S3q, and TS,Ppxq is
TS,Ppxq :“
ÿ
mPNXr1,xs
m”n0pmod Mq
Pijpmq prime for all i,j
3ź
i“1
˜
´ai1ai2
ś
k Pi1kpmq
ś
l Pi2lpmqś
jPSi
Pijpmq
¸
, (6.5)
where ti, i1, i2u “ t1, 2, 3u. We claim that for all x,H ě 3 with plogHq2n ă x ď plogHq3n
and all S “ pS1, S2, S3q as above we have
1
7PolypHq
ÿ
PPPolypHq
|TS,Ppxq| ! x3{4. (6.6)
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Assuming this, we see from (6.4) that
1
7PolypHq
ÿ
PPPolypHq
|CPpxq ´ 2´n`1θPpxq| ! x3{4,
therefore,
7tP P PolypHq : |CPpxq ´ 2´n`1θPpxq| ą x4{5u
7PolypHq ď
1
7PolypHq
ÿ
PPPolypHq
|CPpxq ´ 2´n`1θPpxq|
x4{5
,
which is ! x´1{20 ! plogHq´1{20. Schinzel n-tuples P ” Q pmod Mq have positive density
within PolypHq by Proposition 2.8, hence, for 100% of them one has
CPpxq ě 2´n`1θPpxq ´ x4{5 ě 2´n`1xplog log log xq´1 ´ x4{5,
where we used (4.12) in the last inequality. Since x ě plogHqn, we see that for all sufficiently
large H one has CPpxq ą 0.
To verify (6.6) we check that TS,Ppxq is a particular case of the sum introduced in Def-
inition 6.5. Using quadratic reciprocity and the identities πi “ πpSiqπpSci q, i “ 1, 2, 3, we
rewrite each summand in (6.5) asˆ´a2a3πpSc2qπpSc3q
πpS1q
˙ˆ´a1a3πpSc1qπpSc3q
πpS2q
˙ˆ´a1a2πpSc1qπpSc2q
πpS3q
˙
multiplied by the product of p´1qpp´1qpq´1q{4 for all primes p P Si and q P Si1 , where i ‰ i1.
Without loss of generality we can assume that S1 ‰ ∅. Let k P S1. If Sc2 or Sc3 is non-empty,
say Sc2 ‰ ∅, choose h P Sc2 and separate the term pPhpmqPkpmq q in the first quadratic symbol above.
If Sc2 or S
c
3 are both empty, then S
c
1 ‰ ∅ and there exist h P Sc1 and k P S2 so that we can
separate the term pPhpmq
Pkpmq
q in the second quadratic symbol above. Let F1 be the product of
all the terms involving h but not k, let F2 be the product of all the terms involving k but
not h, and let G be the product of all the terms that depend neither on k nor on h.
We conclude by applying Proposition 6.6. 
6.3. Proof of Theorem 6.1. Recall thatmij P Zdij`1 are the coefficients of the polynomial
Pijptq P Zrts of degree dij, where i “ 1, 2, 3 and j “ 1, . . . , ni. Let xij “ pxi,j,0, . . . , xi,j,dijq
be variables and let Pijpt,xijq “
řdij
k“0 xijkt
k be the generic polynomial of degree dij. Let
V be the open subscheme of Ad`n`1Z given by the condition
ś
i,j Pijpt,xijq ‰ 0. Let U be
the subscheme of P2Z ˆ Ad`n`1Z given by (6.1) and
ś
i,j Pijpt,xijq ‰ 0. Assigning the value
mij P Zdij`1 to the variable xij we obtain a conic bundle Um Ă P2Z ˆ A1Z given by (6.1)
together with the condition
ś
i,j Pijpt,mijq ‰ 0.
Let f : U Ñ V be the projection to the coordinates t and x. As in Section 5 we denote
by g (respectively, by h) the projection to the coordinate t (respectively, x).
We follow the scheme of proof of Theorem 5.3. Let S be the set of prime factors of 2a1a2a3.
The analogue of Lemma 5.1 says that the fibre of the projective morphism f : U Ñ V at any
Zp-point of V has a Qp-point when p R S. Indeed, this fibre is a conic with good reduction.
Since f : U Ñ V is proper, the induced map f : UpQpq Ñ V pQpq is topologically proper
[15, Prop. 4.4]. As V pQpq is locally compact and Hausdorff, f : UpQpq Ñ V pQpq is a
closed map. We have fpUpZpqq “ fpUpQpqq X V pZpq, hence fpUpZpqq is closed in V pZpq.
Since V pZpq is compact, fpUpZpqq and hpUpZpqq are compact too. Thus
ś
pPS hpUpZpqq is
compact.
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Lemma 5.2 only uses the smoothness of morphisms g and h, so it also holds in our case.
It implies that for p P S and Np P UpZpq there is a positive integer Mp such that if n P Zp
and m P pZpqd`n satisfy
max
`|n´ gpNpq|p, |m´ hpNpq|p˘ ď p´Mp, (6.7)
then Un,mpZpq ‰ ∅. Let BNp Ă Zd`np be the p-adic ball of radius p´Mp around hpNpq.
The open sets
ś
pPS BNp, where pNpq P
ś
pPS UpZpq, cover
ś
pPS hpUpZpqq. By compactness,
finitely many such open sets cover
ś
pPS hpUpZpqq. Hence M “ Yni“1Mi, where Mi “
M XśpPS BNp for one of these finitely many choices of pNpq P śpPS UpZpq. Thus it is
enough to prove that for 100% of m P Mi we have UmpQq ‰ ∅.
In the rest of proof we write M “ Mi. Write np “ gpNpq and mp “ hpNpq, where p P S.
Note that Np P UpZpq implies Pijpnp,mpq P Z˚p for each p P S. Write M “
ś
pPS p
Mp. By the
Chinese remainder theorem we can find n0 P Z and m0 P Zd`1 such that n0 ” np pmod pMpq
and m0 ” mp pmod pMpq for each p P S. Our new set M consists of all m P P such that
m ” m0 pmodMq. Since Pijpnp,mpq P Z˚p for each p P S, we see that Pijpn0,m0q is coprime
to M .
We now apply Proposition 6.8 to our n0 and M , with νij “ Pijpn0,m0,ijq. It gives that for
100% of m there is an integer n ” n0 pmodMq such that each Un,mpQq ‰ ∅. In particular,
UmpQq ‰ ∅. This finishes the proof of Theorem 6.1.
6.4. The proof of Corollary 6.3. We can ensure that a1, a2, a3 are not all of the same
sign by replacing P1,1pxq by ´P1,1pxq, if necessary. By absorbing extra factors into variables
x, y, z we can ensure that a1a2a3 is square-free. Choose integers νij as in Lemma 6.7 (i) and
write M “ 8a1a2a3. Proposition 2.8 implies that a positive proportion of n-tuples P such
that Pij is congruent to the constant polynomial νij modulo M are Schinzel. It remains to
apply Theorem 6.1.
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